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1. Who should read this document 
 

This manual describes the usage, all functions and the installation procedure of the „Power 

Administrator for TSM” software components for the Professional and also the Basic version of 

the software. 

2. Product overview 
 

The "Power Administrator for TSM“ is a software solution for the complete administration, 

comprehensive management, free configurable reporting and detailed monitoring of “IBM Tivoli 

Storage Manager” environments. The multitude of features and highly advanced functions 

which greatly simplifies the daily work with your TSM servers, lets you save a huge amount of 

time in operating your TSM environment.  

 

The “Power Administrator for TSM” software runs only on windows operating systems. I.e. all 

the components of the “Power Administrator for TSM” software must be installed on windows 

operating systems. But this doesn´t mean that the TSM servers, which you want to administrate, 

have to be Windows TSM servers too. You can administrate every TSM server on every 

operating system which is reachable over the IP-network from the "Power Administrator for 

TSM“ software components. 

 

The following list includes some high lights of the new software solution: 

 

- ”Multi – TSM – Server - Administration”: The entire surface is completely and consistently 

designed to simultaneously administrate several TSM Servers. This means all the functions 

can be executed on one, on a group or on all TSM servers simultaneously. The result of an 

inquiry is displayed sorted by the TSM servers. E.g. if you want to change a parameter like 

the password for TSM clients, you mark the corresponding TSM clients and call the “Update” 

function.  

- ”Calendar based Job/Event Management”:  Events and (backup-) jobs can be seen and 

administered comfortably over a graphic surface. Large saving of time results already from 

the fact that messages of failed events can be seen and analyzed directly in the calendar 

based surface. The new developed IMA function (Intelligent Message Analyzation) ensures 

that, during the analyzation for a certain event only the messages will be shown, which 

belong to the special event. 

- ”Advanced Tape Management Functions”:  At any time one can get a structured overview of 

all backup media. This means, you know at any time which volumes are outside or inside a 

library and which status the volumes do have. With few mouse clicks you can move volumes 

outside or inside a library and change their status and at any time you will see in real time 

TSM-messages during the movement and change processes. 

- „ Graphic analysis of all actions, processes, sessions, tape mounts and performance”:  A 

powerful tool is the graphic analysis function for all actions running on one or more TSM 

Servers. With this it is possible to view and optimize processes and the whole workload of 

entire TSM Systems. 
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- „Client – Server - Application”:  The “Power Administrator for TSM“ consists out of a client 

and a server component. The server component is needed for a 24 hourly monitoring of the 

TSM Servers and offers further central functions, like collecting TSM data periodically, the 

Trouble Ticket System, automated reporting. 

- „Monitoring Functions“: The Power-Administrator-Server can monitor and analyze all the 

messages generated by the TSM servers. Analyzing means, that the messages will be filtered 

and reevaluated, according to own rules. This means also that you can change the error 

levels of messages. Additionally, you have the possibility that the Power-Administrator-

Server can be configured to send error messages via email. Per default the "Power 

Administrator for TSM" include "Best Practice"-definitions of error messages and on the 

other hand, you can customize the message definitions by regular expressions in any way. 

Furtheron you have the possibility to create completely new error messages. E.g. you can 

define a message, which should arise, if more than 10 schedule-events receive the status 

„missed“. Therefore you define queries, which are executed and analyzed periodically.   

- “Data Warehousing”: The server component allows the collection of data by periodic 

queries. These data can be used in own reports and statistics. 

- „Trouble Ticket System“: The Power-Administrator-Server offers a “Trouble Ticket System” 

for tracking errors and editing error-notes. All processing steps or articles are stored in a 

database and may be re-queried. So, if you receive a new error, you can search in the 

database for similar error descriptions in the past. Additionally, any administrator can inform 

himself over the “Trouble Ticket System” which is the status of a certain error.   

- „Reports“: The Power-Administrator-Server allows the generation of reports. Reports can be 

defined on the Power-Administrator-Client by a report wizard. You have the possibility to 

create complex reports with graphical output and different text elements. With the delivery 

of the Power-Administrator-Server you will receive "Best Practice" reports. All reports can be 

generated manually or will be created in periodic intervals automatically.  

 

1.1. Software components 
 

The "Power Administrator for TSM“ is a client-server-application. As with the most client-

server applications, the server component should be installed once on a server, which 

operates on a daily 24-hour-basis. The client component can be installed as often as you 

want and doesn´t have to be operated on a 24-hour-basis. As a special feature the client 

component can be used also as a "stand alone" application, which means that it does not 

depend to a running Power-Administrator-Server. When starting, it connects to your TSM 

Servers and tries to connect additionally to your "Power Administrator for TSM"-Server-

component. If there isn´t a connection possible to a "Power Administrator for TSM"-Server, 

you will not be able to use functions which depend on the server component. For all other 

functions the client component communicates directly with your TSM servers. 

 

1.2. Important terms 
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This chapter explains important terms used later on in this manual. The two most 

important terms are the "Power Administrator Server" and the "Power Administrator 

Client", which in any case you should know to understand the subsequent texts. 

 

Power Administrator Server 

This is the server component of "Power Administrator for TSM" software. Sometimes called 

the "Power Administrator for TSM Server" or shortly “PA Server”. 

 

Power Administrator Client 

This is the client component of "Power Administrator for TSM " software. Sometimes called 

the "Power for TSM Administrator GUI" or shortly “PA GUI”. 

 

Power Administrator Basic Version 

This is the complete software suite, containing the “Power Administrator Client” and 

“Power Administrator Server”, but with reduced functionality in comparison to the 

professional version. The software can be used for free (Freeware Software). 

 

Power Administrator Professional Version 

This is the complete software suite, containing the “Power Administrator Client” and 

“Power Administrator Server” with all available functions enabled, except “Performance 

Analysis” and “Global reporting”. To use this software, you need a valid license key, which 

must be purchased. There is a demo version of the professional/enterprise version 

available, which can be used for 45 days without charge.  

 

Power Administrator Enterprise Version 

This is the complete software suite, containing the “Power Administrator Client” and 

“Power Administrator Server” with all available functions enabled, including “Performance 

Analysis” and “Global reporting”. To use this software, you need a valid license key, which 

must be purchased. There is a demo version of the professional/enterprise version 

available, which can be used for 45 days without charge.  

 

1.3.  Quick Start and Installation of the Software 
 

This chapter serves as a quick introduction to the installation of the "Power Administrator 

for TSM" Demo-Version (fully functional 45-day trial version), Professional/Enterprise 

Version and Basic Version of the software. If you have questions about details, please, read 

parallel chapter two in this manual.  

Overview about the installation process: 

1. The Power-Administrator-Client-GUI and the Power-Administrator-Server can be 

installed on the same server system or on different computer systems. The server 

component should be operated on a 24-hour-base, while the Client-GUI is invoked 

only when it is needed. This server component doesn´t have to be installed on the 

TSM server itself, but it needs an IP-connection to each TSM server in the company. 
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2. Installing the Power-Administrator-Client software and optionally the Power-

Administrator-Server software (recommended) is a one-step-process. I.e. after the 

installation, the software is directly usable. You haven´t to perform further 

configuration steps. 

Details of performing the installation process: 

Attention: The required permissions for the Windows user account, under which the 

Power-Administrator-Software is installed or started, depends on the user access rights 

required for the "dsmadmc"-interface of the TSM administrative client. In general, the 

following Windows permissions are required (details can be found in the Tivoli manuals): 

“administrator” rights and “backup operator” rights. Especially under Windows Vista you 

have to ensure that the Power-Administrator-Software runs with administrator privileges. 

1. As a first step, check that on all TSM servers, which you want to integrate in your 

administration environment, does exist at least one TSM administrator account with 

the same name and the same password. This administrator will be used through the 

“Power Administrator for TSM” software and therefore should have "SYSTEM" 

privileges. One TSM administrator is needed for the operation of the Power 

Administrator Server component. For the Power Administrator GUI you can use the 

same TSM administrator or another one with maybe less TSM privileges.  

2. Before installation check first the system requirements in chapter 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. Then 

call the installation package “Power_Administrator_for_TSM_<Version>_EN.exe” for 

the Professional/Enterprise Version and Demo Version or the installation package 

“Power_Administrator_for_TSM_<Version>_Basic_EN.exe” for the Basic version. Then 

select the components you want to install now. Follow the instructions on the screen. 

You can leave all port settings to the default values, unless there is a port conflict.  

3. During the initial configuration you will be asked for all TSM servers, which you want to 

include in the administration environment.  

4. It is recommended to start the Power-Administrator-Server as a Windows-Service 

directly during the installation process. So you could start working with the Power-

Administrator-Server directly after the installation process. After completing the 

installation you can start the Power-Administrator-Client by calling it from the 

windows start menu: „Start�Programme�PowerAdministrator�Power 

Administrator for TSM GUI“.  
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3. Installation 
 

The “Power Administrator for TSM” software runs only on windows operating systems. I.e. all the 

components of the “Power Administrator for TSM” software must be installed on windows 

operating systems. But this doesn´t mean that your TSM servers must be Windows TSM servers 

too. You can administrate every TSM server on any operating system which is visible over the IP-

network for the "Power Administrator for TSM“-Software-Components. 

 

The "Power Administrator for TSM" software is a software solution which consists out of two 

components: 

  

1) Power Administrator for TSM GUI  

This is the client component, which can be installed as often as you want at any workstation. 

From the workstation, where the client component runs, must be an IP-connection possible 

to each TSM server, which you want to administrate. Additionally, if you are using the 

Power-Administrator-Server, the client component must also have the possibility to connect 

to the Power-Administrator-Server.  

 

2) Power Administrator for TSM Server  

This is the server component, which should be installed once on a server and should be 

operated on a 24-hour-basis. This component doesn´t have to be installed on the TSM 

server itself, but it needs an IP-connection to each TSM server in the company. 

 

2.1. System requirements 
 

2.1.1. TSM administrators used for the PA Software Components  

 

To give the “Power Administrator for TSM” software the possibility to logon to all available 

TSM servers, you need a TSM administrator equally defined on all TSM servers.  

 

Define TSM administrators: 

If there is no existing administrator account already available which is defined equally (with 

the same credentials) on all existing TSM servers, so please define this administrator now. 

Don´t forget to give this administrator the appropriate privileges on your TSM servers. It is 

recommended to give "System"-Privileges, so that you can use all available “Power 

Administrator for TSM” functions. With the following TSM command you are able to create 

an administrator at a TSM server:  

 

TSM> register admin <TSM-Administrator> <Passwort> 

 

“System”-Privileges can be assigned with the following command: 

 

  TSM> grant auth <TSM-Administrator> classes=system    
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2.1.2. Power Administrator for TSM GUI 

 

For the installation and use of the "Power Administrator for TSM GUI” your system has to 

meet the following minimal requirements: 

 

1) Operatingsystem 

Windows 2003 or higher, 64Bit 

2) Windows .Net-Framework 4.5 or higher (Available at Microsoft web side) 

3) TSM Administrative Client (“dsmadmc”-interface) 

4) Supported TSM-Server-Versions: 6.1 or higher  

5) Recommended CPU-speed: 1.5GHz or higher 

6) Memory requirements: 1GB  

7) Attention: Before starting the installation process, check the required privileges of 

your Windows user account. Note: The required privileges depend on the privileges 

required by the "dsmadmc" interface of the TSM administrative client. In general, the 

following Windows privileges are required (details can be found in the Tivoli manuals): 

“administrator” and “backup operator” privileges. Especially under Windows Vista you 

have to ensure that the Power-Administrator-Client runs with administrator privileges. 

 

2.1.3. Power Administrator for TSM Server 

 

For the installation and use of the "Power Administrator for TSM”-Server your system has 

to meet the following requirements: 

 

1) Operatingsystem 

Windows 2003 or higher (64Bit) 

2) Windows .Net-Framework 4.5 or higher (Available at Microsoft) 

3) TSM Administrative Client (“dsmadmc”-interface) 

4) Supported TSM-Server-Versions: 6.1 or higher  

5) Recommended CPU-speed: 1.5GHz or higher 

6) Memory requirements: 1GB 

7) Sufficient space on disk to keep reports, data of the “Trouble-Tickets-System”, „Data 

Warehouse“-Data and log-files of the Power-Administrator-Server itself. As an initial 

size it is recommended to start at least with 100MB disk space. 

8) Attention: Before starting the installation process, check the required privileges of 

your Windows user account. Note: The required privileges depend on the privileges 

required by the "dsmadmc" interface of the TSM administrative client. In general, the 

following Windows privileges are required (details can be found in the Tivoli manuals): 

“administrator” and “backup operator” privileges. Especially under Windows Vista you 

have to ensure that the Power-Administrator-Client runs with administrator privileges. 
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2.2.  License Model (Professional/Enterprise Version) 
 

The License Model of the "Power Administrator for TSM" professional version is based on 

the number of TSM servers (at a single company location), which you want to integrate in 

your administration environment.  

All license information for the "Power Administrator for TSM" professional/enterprise 

version is contained in a single file with the name "PAdmin.lic”. This file is valid equally for 

the client and the server component of the “Power Administrator for TSM" software.  

 

2.2.1. When do you need a new license file ?  

 

In the following cases you need a new license file:  

  

1) If you want to use the „Power Administrator for TSM“ professional/enterprise version 

without a time-limit  in a productive way: You need a productive license file. This is 

subject of charge. 

2) If you have a valid license for the “Power Administrator for TSM” software for certain 

TSM servers and you want to expand your license to further TSM servers: You need a 

new productive license file. The expanded license is subject of charge.  

3) If you want to migrate one or more TSM servers in the company to a new TSM 

installation and the TSM-GUID (Global User ID) and the TSM server name will change, 

you need a new license file for the "Power Administrator for TSM” software. This is free 

of charge!  

 

  

 

2.2.2. Order a new Production-License-File or update an existing one 

 

You can obtain a valid Production-License-File from: "ISS Software Development & IT 

Services” with the following email address: info@tsm-pa-solutions.de . The way to request 

a new Production-License-File or to update an existing one is the same. Proceed as follows:

   

 

1) If you are using actually the Demo-Version of the Power-Administrator-Software, you 

could start the order process for a license file during startup of the Power-

Administrator-Client. There will be presented a window with the button “Order 

process”. Press the button to generate an information file which is called 

“TSM_Server_Information.dat”. In this file will be written information about all 

available TSM servers.   

 

2) If an existing license should be updated (i.e., the license file "PAdmin.lic" already exists 

in the installation directory of the Power-Administrator-Client), rename the file 

"PAdmin.lic" in the following directory of the Power-Administrator-Client  (Default-
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path: „c:\ProgramData\Power Administrator for TSM\Client_GUI\default”). Start the 

Power-Administrator-Client afterwards. The Power-Administrator-Client behaves now 

like a Demo-Version. Now you could start the order process as described before under 

item 1). Afterwards to have the possibility to continue working with the renamed 

license file, rename it back to the original name “PAdmin.lic”.  

 

3) Complete now the order form "Order_form_EN.txt" or "Order_form_EN.doc", which is 

located in the installation directory of the "Power for TSM Administrator GUI".  

 

4) Please, send the “TSM Server Information” file along with the completed order form to 

the email address info@tsm-pa-solutions.de . In response you will receive via email a 

cost report and a still non-binding payment request. After payment you will receive the 

valid license file.   

 

5) Copy the license file “PAdmin.lic” in the following directory of the client component 

"Power Administrator for TSM GUI".   

Default Path: "c:\ProgramData\Power Administrator for TSM\Client_GUI\default"

   

If you use the server component of the "Power Administrator for TSM" software too, 

then you have to copy additionally the license file "PAdmin.lic” in the server installation 

directory.   

Default Path: "c:\ProgramData\Power Administrator for TSM\server\default" 

 

 

 

2.3. Installation and Uninstall of the software 
 

2.3.1. Installation of the software 

 

Before starting the installation, it should be reviewed whether all system requirements, as 

described in chapter 2.1, have been met.  

Afterwards the installation can begin: Call the installation program 

"Power_Administrator_for_TSM_<Version>_EN.exe” or “Power_Administrator_for_TSM 

_<Version>_Basic_EN.exe”. Select which component of the "Power Administrator for TSM" 

software should be installed. At the end of the installation process the so-called 

"Configuration Assistant" will be launched. Here you have the possibility to perform 

important configuration steps. In the following chapter 2.4, the "Configuration Assistant" 

will be explained in detail.  

After finishing the installation, you could use the Power-Administrator directly.  
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2.3.2. Upgrade of the software 

 

The upgrade of the complete “Power Administrator for TSM”-Software can be done with 

the “normal” installation package “Power_Administrator_for_TSM_<Version>_EN.exe” or 

“Power_Administrator_for_TSM_<Version>_EN.exe”. Before starting the upgrade process 

stop all running software components of the “Power Administrator for TSM”. Then you can 

call the installation package.  

During the installation process all binary files are updated, but all configuration files will not 

be changed. Because the new install-package contains probably new Reporting-definitions 

and new Data-Warehouse-definitions, these new definitions will be saved under an export-

file. There will be shown an appropriate message on the screen during install. If you want to 

import some or all of the definitions in your production environment you can do this by 

using the import-functions of the Power-Administrator-GUI. The import-functions are 

available over the menus “Statistics�Import Data Warehouse Definitions” and 

“Statistics�Import Report Definitions”. 

At the end of the installation the “Configuration Assistant” will be called. You can confirm 

simply the existing configuration, if you don´t want to change anything. 

  

2.3.3. Uninstall of the software 

 

To uninstall the software, please go in the Windows OS to “Windows-Start�Control Panel-

>Programs and Features” and look for the “Power Administrator Software”. 

 

2.4. Configuration through the „Configuration Assistant“ 
 

The "Configuration Assistant" is started automatically at the end of software installation 

process, but on the other hand, you can call the Configuration Assistant at any time later to 

modify your configuration. The "Configuration Assistant" can be used for the Power-

Administrator-Client, as well as for the Power-Administrator-Server. He is always available 

over the Windows start menu: „Start�Programme�PowerAdministrator� Configuration“

  

2.4.1. Configuration Assistant for the „Power Administrator for TSM GUI“ 

 

The configuration assistant leads through two configuration screens. Now an explanation of the 

various options of the "Configuration Assistant" (see Figure 1 for configuration screen 1 and 

Figure 2 for configuration screen 2): 
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- Do you want to make connections from the „Power Administrator for TSM“ GUI to 

the “Power Administrator for TSM” Server Application? 
 

With this setting, you control if the Power-Administrator-Client will try to connect to the 

Power-Administrator-Server during the start or not. If the Power-Administrator-Client tries 

to connection to the Power-Administrator-Server, although he does not exist or does not 

run, then an error message will be displayed.   

 

- TCP/IP-Address to connect to the „Power Administrator for TSM“ Server Application: 

Port Number to connect to the „Power Administrator for TSM“ Server Application: 
 

These two settings are used to define the TCP / IP address and port number under which 

the Power-Administrator-Server can be connected. The Power-Administrator-Client needs 

these information to be capable to connect to the Power-Administrator-Server.  

 

 

- „Power Administrator for TSM“ GUI Port Number to listen for connections by the 

„Power Administrator for TSM“ Server Application: 
 

This setting specify a port number which is the port number under which the Power-

Administrator-Client constantly listen for incoming requests from the Power-Administrator-

Server. When a Power-Administrator-Client connects the first time with the Power-

Administrator-Server, the specified port number is transmitted to the Power- 

Administrator-Server, so that the Power-Administrator-Server knows how to send data to 

the Power-Administrator-Client. 

 

 

- Path to the TSM administrative client executable (dsmadmc.exe): 
 

This setting specify where the TSM administrative client program “dsmadmc.exe” is 

located. 

 

- Special indication of PA commands in the TSM activity log: 
 

This setting specifies that every TSM command executed by the Power Administrator GUI 

should be accompanied by a special message in the TSM activity log to indicate the 

message. 
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  Figure 1: Configuration Assistant for the Power-Administrator-Client 

 

In the screen two of the configuration assistant you must define the TSM servers, which you want to 

include in your administration environment. 

Attention: The TCP-addresses, which you specify for the TSM servers must be reachable from the 

computer system where Power Administrator GUI is installed, because the GUI itself makes direct 

connections to the configured TSM servers. 
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Figure 2: Screen 2 for Configuration Assistant for the Power-Administrator-Client 

 

 

2.4.2. Configuration Assistant for the „Power Administrator for TSM“-server 

 

The configuration assistant leads you through 4 configuration screens. Here is the explanation 

of the various options of the "Configuration Assistant": 

2.4.2.1. Power Administrator Connection Settings 

 

- Path to the TSM Administrative Client (dsmadmc.exe file): 

 

Here you can specify the path to the executable file "dsmadmc.exe".  
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- Listener Port for „Power Administrator for TSM“ Client Connections: 

 

This setting describes the port which is used by the Power-Administrator-Server to listen 

for incoming connections from Power-Administrator-Clients. 

 

2.4.2.2. Expiration Settings for Power Administrator Central Log Messages 

 

- Maximum number of messages in the Central Log of the “Power Administrator for 

TSM” Server: 

 

This setting describes the maximum number of messages which are held in the Central 

Log of the Power-Administrator-Server. Remark: The "Central Log" of the Power 

Administrator server has the name “PAdmin_Server.log” and is located in the installation 

path of the Power-Administrator-Server.  

 

 Figure 3: Configuration Assistant for the Power-Administrator-Server (Page 1)  
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- Maximum number of error messages to retain for every TSM server 

- Maximum number of days to retain error messages: 

- Maximum number of warning messages to retain for every TSM server 

- Maximum number of days to retain warning messages: 

- Maximum number of info messages to retain for every TSM server 

- Maximum number of days to retain info messages: 

 

All messages which are generated by the TSM servers, will be analyzed and reevaluated  

by the Power-Administrator-Server. This means, that the messages are filtered and on the 

other hand the error level is redetermined. This in turn means that messages that were 

previously associated to an information-level, can be reassigned to an Error- or Warning-

level or vice versa. All messages will be saved in the file "Messages.txt" located in the 

installation directory of the Power- Administrator-Server. To ensure that this file does not 

grow indefinitely, the settings above are used.  

 

2.4.2.3. Configuration Information for automated Script Calls 

 

- Call a script/executable for new error messages: 

 

This option indicates whether any new TSM message with a classification level of “error” 

should result in calling a script / executable.  

 

- Path and name to the script, running for new error messages: 

 

Specifies the name and full path to the executable, which should be called, if new TSM 

error messages appear or if the processing status of error messages changes. Changes of 

the processing status are made through the trouble-ticket system.   

When the specified script or executable is invoked by the Power-Administrator-Server, 

the following parameters will be passed to it:  

 

1) Parameters passed for a new TSM-Error-Message:  

 

„Script/Executable“  <TSM-server> <Error Level> New <ANR-Code> <Text of error-message>  

 

with  

        <TSM-server>: Is the name of the TSM-server, which has generated the error- 

                                     message.   

        <Error Level>: This is the determined error level by the Power-Administrator-Server.  

                                     This error level does not have to be the same as the original  

                                     "severity"-level in the TSM server. The error level can be one of the  

                                  following values:  Information; Warning; Error  

        <ANR-Code>: Gives the ANR-code of the error-message.  

        <Text of error-message>: Text of the error-message.  
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2) Parameters passed, if a status-change of a TSM-error-message happened, working in the 

Trouble-Ticket-System:  

 

„Script/Executable“ ErrorDataChanged <TSM-server> <New Status> <User> <Error-Message> <New Text>  

 

 with  

        <TSM-server>: Is the name of the TSM-server, which has generated the error- 

                                        message. 

 

        <New State>: This is the new state, which gave the user to the error message in the  

                                  Trouble-Ticket-System. The state can have the following values:  

                                  WORK / ACKNOWLEDGED  

        <User>: Specifies the TSM administrator, who worked last in the Trouble-Ticket- 

                         System on  the error-message.     

        <Error-Message>: Text of the error-message.  

        <New Text>: This is the new text, which entered the user as description for the new  

                                 state of the error-message.  

 

- Call a script/executable for new reports: 

 

This option determines, whether the Power-Administrator-Server calls every time a script 

or executable after a new report has been generated.  

 

- Path and name to the script, running for new reports: 

 

Specifies the name and full path to the executable, which should be called, after 

generating a new report.   

If the specified script or executable is called by the Power-Administartor-Server, the 

following parameters will be passed : 

 

„Script/Executable“ <Report-Name> <Path + Name to the  HTML-file>   

 

with  

        <Report-Name>: Gives the Name of the report, like it is defined on the Power- 

                                         Administrator-Server.  

        <Path + Name of the HTML-file>: This is the full path and the name of the HTML-file,  

                                        which contains the report and which is  generated by the PA-Server.  

 

  

2.4.2.4. SNMP Configuration 

 

The Power-Administrator-Server provides the possibility to send messages over SNMP-Traps 

to a SNMP-Manager. It provides three different Trap-Types with different SNMP-variables.  

To send SNMP-messages the Power-Administrator-Server needs the help of an external tool, 

which is capable to send SNMP-Traps. It must be a command-line-tool, which the Power-
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Administrator can call and which accepts options for all the information to be send by the 

Power-Administrator-Server.  

 

Which are the advantages using the Power-Administrator to send SNMP-messages?  

There are many advantages, because the complete processing of TSM-messages happens 

inside the Power-Administrator-Server and so, only messages will be send via SNMP, which 

are important for you or your operation environment. Furtheron the Power-Administrator-

Server can be configured to query your TSM-Server on a regular basis for special parameter 

and to test these parameters against defined thresholds. If a threshold is reached the Power-

Administrator-Server is able to send an appropriate SNMP-message.  

Another point is that out of the Trouble-Tickets-System can be generated SNMP-messages, if 

a user works on Trouble-Tickets. I.e. if a user sets a Trouble-Ticket in the state „In-Work“ or 

„Acknowledged“ an appropriate message will be send via SNMP, if SNMP is configured.  

 

The Power-Administrator knows three different kinds of Trap-Types: 

 

1) Trap-Type „TSM-Message“: This type serves for sending TSM-Server-Messages 

2) Trap-Type „Power-Administrator-Message”: This type serves for sending Power-

Administrator-Messages, which indicate a change of a state inside the Power-

Administrator 

3) Trap-Type „TSM-Message-Acknowledge”: This type serves for sending messages out of 

the Trouble-Tickets-System of the Power-Administrator. I.e. every time, when a user 

works on a TSM-message inside the Trouble-Tickets-System, a SNMP-message will be 

send.  

 

Configuration: 

The SNMP-configuration for the Power-Administrator-Server consists out of 4 steps, 

described in the following:  

 

1) Install at the Server, where the Power-Administrator-Server is installed, the external tool, 

which is capable of sending SNMP-Traps.  

2) During installation of the Power-Administrator-Server a MIB-file, called „PowerAdmin-

MIB.mib“, will be copied to the installation directory of the Power-Administrator-Server. 

You must load this MIB-file into your SNMP-Manager. A description how to do that, can 

normally be found in the documentation of your SNMP-Manager-Software.  

3) In this step you must define how the Power-Administrator-Server can call the external tool 

, which is capable to send traps. I.e. the Power-Administrator-Server needs the exact path 

and the name of your external SNMP-Tool. Furtheron you must define exactly the options, 

which the Power-Administrator can pass to the external tool during runtime. I.e. you must 

define the options for all three Trap-Types, which know the Power-Administrator-Server.  

The configuration for the connection of the Power-Administrator-Server  to an  external 

tool can be done over the  Configuration-Assistant of the Power-Administrator-Server (see 

figure 3). 

 

a)  In the field „Path and Name of Trap-Sender-Tool“ enter the exact path and name  

     for your Trap-Sender-Tool. 
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b) In the following three fields starting with the name „Configuration of parameter …“  

     you must define for all three Trap-Types the exact parameter configuration, which will  

     be passed to the external tool during runtime of the Power-Administrator-Server. For  

     every Trap-Type the definition consists out of a single text-string, containing the  

     names of the options (like –d or –v, …) and the appropriate variables belonging to the  

     options. A variable is a placeholder and it can contain for example a TSM-Server-Name  

     or the OID for the TSM-Server-Name and so on. In the configuration you must enter  

     the exact variable-names, which knows the Power-Administrator-Server. The following  

     variable are known by the Power-Administrator-Server:  

 

 

An example for a valid configuration for a SNMP-Trap-Tool, which uses the options “-d”, “-

s”, “-v”, etc. with an IP-Address for the SNMP-Manager of “192.168.172.1” looks like this: 

 

1) Power-Administrator-Enterprise-OID = $PowerAdminOID 

2) TSM-Messages-Trap-OID = $TSMMessagesOID 

3) Power-Administrator-Messages-OID = $PowerAdminMessagesOID 

4) Power-Administrator-Message-Acknowledge-OID = $PowerAdminAcknowledgeOID 

5) Specific Trap Type for a TSM-Messages = $TSM_Trap_Type 

6) Specific Trap Type for a Power-Administrator-Messages = $PowerAdmin_Trap_Type 

7) Specific Trap Type for a Power-Administrator-Message-Acknowledge-Messages = 

$Acknowledge_Trap_Type 

8) TSM-Server-OID (Type String) = $TSM_Server_OID 

9) TSM-Server-Name = $TSM_Server_Name 

10) Message-Severity-OID (Type Integer) = $Severity_OID 

11) Message-Severity-Value = $Severity_Value 

12) TSM-Message-Number-OID (Type String) = $Mess_No_OID 

13) TSM-Message-Number-Value  = $Mess_No_Value 

14) Message-Text-OID (Type String) = $Message_Text_OID 

15) Message-Text-Value = $Message_Text_Value 

16) Power-Administrator-Message-State in the Trouble-Tickets-System - OID (Type Integer): 

$Mess_State_OID 

17) Power-Administrator-Message-State in the Trouble-Tickets-System: $Mess_State_Value 

18) Power-Administrator-User-Name - OID  (which wrote the last note to a specific Trouble-

Ticket)  (Type String): $User_Name_OID 

19) Power-Administrator-User-Name, which wrote the last note for a Trouble-Ticket (Type 

String): $User_Name_Value 

20) Input-Text of a user for a specific Trouble-Ticket - OID (Type String): $Ticket_Text_OID 

21) Input-Text of a user for a specific Trouble-Ticket: $Ticket_Text_Value 

22) Unique Message-ID - OID (Type String) = $Unique_Mess_ID_OID 

23) Unique Message-ID - Value = $Unique_Mess_ID_Value 
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Attention: Every Trap-Type needs exactly the parameters, which belong to this kind of 

Trap-Type. In the following a description, which parameters belonging to which Trap-Type:  

 

 

1) TSM-Server-Message-Trap 

    - $TSMMessagesOID  

    - $TSM_Trap_Type 

    - $TSM_Server_OID ;  $TSM_Server_Name -->Type: String  

    - $Severity_OID ; $Severity_Value --> Type: Integer 

    - $Mess_No_OID ; $Mess_No_Value --> Type: String  

    - $Message_Text_OID ; $Message_Text_Value --> Type: String   

    - $Unique_Mess_ID_OID ; $Unique_Mess_ID_Value --> Type: String 
 

2) Power-Administrator-Message-Trap 

    - $PowerAdminMessagesOID  

    - $PowerAdmin_Trap_Type 

    - $Severity_OID ; $Severity_Value --> Type: Integer 

    - $Mess_No_OID ; $Mess_No_Value --> Type: String  

    - $Message_Text_OID ; $Message_Text_Value --> Type: String   

    - $Unique_Mess_ID_OID ; $Unique_Mess_ID_Value --> Type: String 
 

3) Acknowledge-Message-Trap 

    - $PowerAdminAcknowledgeOID  

    - $Acknowledge_Trap_Type 

    - $TSM_Server_OID ;  $TSM_Server_Name -->Type: String  

    - $Severity_OID ; $Severity_Value --> Type: Integer 

    - $Mess_No_OID ; $Mess_No_Value --> Type: String  

    - $Message_Text_OID ; $Message_Text_Value --> Type: String   

    - $Mess_State_OID ; $Mess_State_Value --> Type: Integer 

    - $User_Name_OID ;  $User_Name_Value --> Type: String 

    - $Ticket_Text_OID ; "$Ticket_Text_Value --> Type: String 

    - $Unique_Mess_ID_OID ; $Unique_Mess_ID_Value --> Type: String 

 

Parameter-Konfiguration für den TSM-Server-Message-Trap-Typ: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-d 192.168.172.1 -o $TSMMessagesOID -s $TSM_Trap_Type -v $TSM_Server_OID s 

"$TSM_Server_Name" -v $Severity_OID i $Severity_Value -v $Mess_No_OID s 

"$Mess_No_Value" -v $Message_Text_OID s "$Message_Text_Value" -v $Unique_Mess_ID_OID 

s "$Unique_Mess_ID_Value" 

 

Parameter-Konfiguration für den Power-Administrator-Messages-Trap-Typ: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-d 192.168.172.1 -o $PowerAdminMessagesOID -s $PowerAdmin_Trap_Type -v $Severity_OID i 

$Severity_Value -v $Mess_No_OID s "$Mess_No_Value" -v $Message_Text_OID s 

"$Message_Text_Value"  -v $Unique_Mess_ID_OID s "$Unique_Mess_ID_Value" 

 

Parameter-Konfiguration für den Power-Administrator-Message-Acknowledge-Trap-Typ: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-d 192.168.172.1 -o $PowerAdminAcknowledgeOID -s $Acknowledge_Trap_Type -v 

$TSM_Server_OID s "$TSM_Server_Name" -v $Severity_OID i $Severity_Value -v 

$Mess_No_OID s "$Mess_No_Value" -v $Message_Text_OID s "$Message_Text_Value" -v 

$Mess_State_OID i $Mess_State_Value -v $User_Name_OID s "$User_Name_Value" -v 

$Ticket_Text_OID s "$Ticket_Text_Value"  -v $Unique_Mess_ID_OID s 

"$Unique_Mess_ID_Value" 
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After completing the three fields for the parameter configuration the connection between 

the Power-Administrator-Server and your external SNMP-tool is complete. 

 

A further option controls “globally” which messages to send via SNMP. In the field „Which 

messages to send:“ you can decide if all messages will be sent via SNMP or only error-

messages will be sent or error- and warning-messages will be sent. The severity degree, 

which will be used for the decision is the severity degree, which the Power- Administrator 

calculates after processing a TSM-Message. 

 

 Figure 4: Configuration Assistant for the Power-Administrator-Server (Page 2) 

The configuration, which decides in detail which TSM-Messages must be sent via SNMP 

and which severity degree to use for a TSM-Message, will be done with the Power-

Administrator-GUI. See chapter 3.3.1 „TSM Console Message Manager“. 
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2.4.2.5. Email Configuration Settings and further settings 

 

In the next screen one can make settings for email configuration and further settings. 

  

- Send email´s for new TSM Server Error Messages: 

 

This option indicates whether any new TSM message with a classification level of “error” 

should result in sending an email.  

 

- Send email´s for new TSM Reports: 

 

This option determines, whether the Power-Administrator-Server should send an email 

every time a new report has been generated. The report will contain either a link to the 

main-page of the report or it will contain the complete report in form of an archive-

package (see below the option “Create Archive Tool”). 

 

- Create Archive Tool (used for new Reports): 

 

A generated report can contain several files. This option determines, if all the report-files 

should be packed together automatically after report-generation, to have the possibility 

to send the archive-package via email. The option can be defined over the button “Setup”. 

 

- SMTP Server: 

 

This option defines the TCP/IP-Address and the port-number under which to connect to 

the Mail-Server. Additionally, over the button “Credentials” it is possible to provide 

credentials for the SMTP-Server. The “Test-Email”-buuton gives the possibility to test the 

SMTP-settings by sending a test mail.  

 

- Email for Error Messages: 

 

These options are necessary to define how to send an email, when an TSM-error-message 

has rised. In the „To Adress“-field, you can note multiple email-addresses. Separate them  

by a comma-sign.  

 

- Email for Reports: 

 

These options are necessary to define how to send an email, after generating a report. In 

the „To Adress“-field it is possible to note multiple email-addresses, separated by comma. 
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Further Settings: 

 

- Directory Path Definitions: 

 

Here you can define storage locations for automatically generated reports and for Data 

Warehouse Data, i.e. the data collection by regularly executed queries to TSM servers. 

Since reports can be stored for a long time and the amount of data of the Data 

Warehousing can also grow considerably, you can specify an appropriate storage location 

here in the form of a directory path definition.     

 

At the end save all your settings with the “Save and Quit”-button. 

 

2.5. Import and Export of Report- and Data-Warehouse-Definitions 
 

All reports a user can call in the „Reports“-application window or which are generated 

automatically on the Power-Administrator-Server consists of some definitions which act 

like a script.  These definitions will be executed sequentially during generation of a report 

to build the complete report.  

The definitions of a report can be changed arbitrarily, deleted or new definitions can be 

added, so that a report-definition can become fairly complex. For that reason and to get 

the possibility to interchange definitions between different Power-Administrator-

installations, the Power-Administrator provides “Export”- and “Import”-functions for 

Report- and Data-Warehouse-Definitions. These functions give you the possibility to 

export or import all definitions available at a Power-Administrator-Server or part of them. 

 

2.5.1 Importing  Report- or Datawarehouse-Definitions 

To start importing Report- or Data-Warehouse-Definitions call the menu 

„Statistics�Import Report Definitions“ or „Statistics�Import Data Warehouse 

Definitions“. A window like this in fig. 5 appears.  

First you must select the import-file with your import-data by clicking the button „Select 

Import-File“. The import-data will be filled in the table „Available …. Definitions“. Now you 

have the following three possibilities to import definitions: 

1) Select the definitions, which you want to import in the column “Selected” and than 

import the definitions over the button “Import Selected Definitions”. 

2) If you want to import all available definitions (without overwriting existing 

definitions), click the button “Import All Definitions”. If a definition, which you want to 

import, has the same name like an existing one, the import-definition will be 

automatically renamed. 

3) If you want to import only definitions, which are still unknown to the Power-

Administrator-Server by their name, click the button “Import New Definitions”. 
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 Figure 5: "Import Datawarehouse"-window for import of new "Data Warehouse"-definitions 

  

2.5.2 Exporting Report- or Datawarehouse-Definitions 

The export-functions are needed to get the possibility to transfer definitions from one 

Power-Administrator-Installation to another one.  

To start exporting Report- or Data-Warehouse-Definitions call the menu 

„Statistics�Export Report Definitions“ or „Statistics�Export Data Warehouse 

Definitions“. A window appears which shows all available definitions. 

Now you have to possibilities to export definitions: 

1) To export only a part of your definitions, select the definitions, which you want to 

export, in the column “Selected” and click the button “Export Selected Definitions”. 

2) To export all definitions, simply click the button “Export All Definitions”. 

 

The export-process generates an export-file, which can be used later on for import 

purposes. 

 

2.6. Deployment of the Power Administrator Agent 
 

The „Power Administrator Agent“ is an agent which can be installed on each TSM client in a 

TSM environment. Over this agent the “Power Administrator Server” or the “Power 

Administrator GUI” are able to execute management operations like calling and displaying 
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TSM Client Log Files, starting or stopping the TSM Client Scheduler Service, editing the 

dsm.opt or dsm.sys configuration file, etc. 

For the user of the “Power Administrator GUI”, these management functions can be found 

in the “Scheduling Application Window” in the Events Table or in the “Administration 

Applicatin Window” under the item “TSM Clients”. The functions are visible and available 

by using the right-mouse-button-menu in the appropriate table. 

The installation of the "Power Administrator Agent" can be performed completely 

automatically using the Power Administrator GUI/Server, without having to do installation 

steps manually at the TSM client side. The complete installation, querying the state or 

reinstalling or stopping of the "Power Administrator Agent" can be centrally controlled in a 

convenient way over the “Power Administrator GUI”. 

2.6.1 System requirements for the installation of Power Administrator Agents 

For the TSM server(s) the following requirements are valid: 

1) The TSM server must have a level of 6.1.2 or higher. 

2) A Storage Pool must be available to the TSM server with the name „Backuppool“, 

which has enough space available with at least 1MB. The recommended Storage Pool 

Type is „Disk“ or „File“. In this Storage Pool the „Power Administrator Agents“ will be 

placed as a repository. 

All further system requirements refer to the corresponding computer of the TSM client. 

Important is that the TSM client, where the “Power Administrator Agent” should be 

installed, must contain a running TSM Client Scheduler Service or an appropriate 

configured TSM Acceptor Deamon. This is necessary because the "Power Administrator 

Agent" will be installed and started over the TSM Client Scheduler Service on the 

corresponding TSM client. Also important for fast deployment of the “Power 

Administrator Agent” is that the TSM Client Scheduler Service uses the option 

“schedmode  prompted”. By using the option “schedmode polling” the deployment may 

delay till two days to complete for a corresponding TSM client. 

Requirements for the operating systems of the TSM clients: 

1) Windows: Windows 2000 or higher 

2) UNIX: Linux, Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, Tru64 

            On the Unix-systems must be available Perl Version 5. The installed Perl- 

            Version can be determined by executing the command „perl  -version“ in a 

            Shell. 

2.6.2 Installation and Management of the Power Administrator Agent 

The management window for the installation and management of the "Power 

Administrator Agents", hereinafter referred to as Deployment Wizard, is invoked in the 

main view of the Power Administrator GUI over the menu "Configuration�Power Admin 

Agent for TSM clients". Before the Deployment Wizard starts, the "Power Administrator 

GUI" checks, whether on the TSM servers the “Power Administrator Agents” are already 

available or not. If they are missing the user will be notified and asked if an import for the 

“Power Administrator Agents” should be started. If an import will not be done or if an 
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import was unsuccessful, nevertheless the Deployment Wizard will start. But in this case, 

for the TSM client platforms for which the corresponding “Power Administrator Agent” is 

not available, it isn’t possible to perform a deployment. 

Every time the Deployment Wizard opens, it queries all the TSM client definitions of all 

TSM servers and displays them in the table in the field "Detailed Settings for Automated 

Agent Installation" (hereinafter referred to as Settings Table). Afterwards the "Power 

Administrator GUI" queries the "Power Administrator Server" for the current state of the 

installed "Power Administrator Agents" and sets the state as well in the Settings Table. A 

TSM client, which will be “seen” the first time by the Deployment Wizard, gets the state 

"New TSM client". 

Default-Settings for the Installation Process 

The default settings in the field "Default Settings for Automated Agent Installation" are 

intended to simplify the fill-out of the Settings Table. The default settings are 

automatically applied to all TSM clients in the state "New TSM client" when starting the 

Deployment Wizard. Afterwards, the default settings can be changed manually again. To 

apply new or changed default settings to the Settings Table, simply use the buttons "Apply 

Default Settings to new TSM clients" or "Apply Default Settings to inactive agents". Of 

course it is possible to change, independently of the default settings, the settings directly 

in the Settings Table manually. 

Install, Start and Management of the Power Administrator Agents 

All management operations are controlled by the settings in the Settings Table. All fields 

in the right area of the Settings Table starting with column "TCP / IP Communication Port" 

can be changed manually with the exception of the agent version number. Once you have 

configured all the settings in the Settings Table, these settings can be activated by 

pressing the "Start Agent Management Operations and Save Settings" button. At that 

moment, all settings will be transmitted to the "Power Administrator Server", so that they 

can be processed in the background. The individual columns in the Settings Table have the 

following meanings: 

a) TCP/IP Communication Port  

In this column the TCP/IP communication port for the communication to the “Power 

Administration Agent” can be set. If more than one “Power-Administrator Agent” run 

on a TSM client, it is important to set different port numbers for them! 

b) dsm.opt-file 

The setting "Default" means that the "Power Administrator Agent” itself determines 

the correct dsm.opt-file of the TSM client. This is normally the dsm.opt file that uses 

the TSM Client Scheduler Service over which the "Power Administrator Agent" has 

been started. In certain cases, especially when multiple TSM clients are running on 

the same server, it may be necessary to have to explicitly specify the dsm.opt file with 

its full path in the Settings Table. In particular, if multiple TSM clients are controlled 

by only one TSM Client Scheduler Service. In that case, the appropriate dsm.opt-file 

must be set for each TSM client and additionally for every TSM client, which hasn’t its 

own “Scheduler” service running, one has to set the corresponding TSM client name, 
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whose “Scheduler” service will be used for job control, in the field "TSM Service Node 

Name”. 

c) Activate Power Administrator Agent  

This field defines in general whether the "Power Administrator Agent" should be 

installed on the TSM client or not. 

d) Change Agent State to  

The following management operation can be set here: Reinstall, restart, stop, or "No 

Change" to perform no changes. 

e) TSM Service Node Name  

This field is required if the TSM client does not have its own “Scheduler” service 

running, but the management of backup jobs will be done over another TSM client 

with its own TSM “Scheduler” service. In that case, the appropriate service-TSM-client 

can be specified in this field. Is a "Service"-TSM-client specified, then the "Power 

Administrator GUI" will not try to install an own "Power Administrator Agent" for the 

TSM client , as specified in the column "TSM Client Name". 

Management operations started through the "Start Agent Management Operations and 

Save Settings" button will be processed in the background by the "Power Administrator 

Server". Actual messages for the processing state of management operations will be 

displayed in the central message console, the “TSM Console Message Manager“. Over the 

button „Check Actual Agent States“ the states displayed in the Settings Table can be 

updated. 
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3. Usage of the „Power Administrator for TSM“-software 
 

3.1. Start and Stop the Power-Administrator-Servers 
 

Attention: The necessary privileges of you Windows user account, under which the Power-

Administrator-Server should run, depend on the privileges required for the "dsmadmc"-

interface of the TSM administrative client. In general, the following Windows permissions are 

required (details can be found in the Tivoli manuals): “administrator”-rights and “backup 

operator”-rights. Especially under Windows Vista you have to ensure that the Power-

Administrator-Server runs with administrator privileges . 

  

Attention: If the Power-Administrator-Server is running, there exist one or more permanent 

TSM-console-sessions to all available TSM servers in your company. Don´t try to terminate these 

sessions, because they are necessary for the operation of the Power-Administrator-Server. If you 

try to kill one of these sessions, the Power-Administrator-Server will restart the session 

immediately.  

 

3.1.1. Start the Power-Administrator-Server in the foreground / Set the Logon-

Information 

 

You can start the Power-Administrator-Server in the foreground by calling it from the 

windows start menu: „Start�Programme� PowerAdministrator�Power Administrator for 

TSM Server“. In this mode you can see directly messages in the console, which are generated 

by the Power-Administrator-Server or which come from your TSM-servers and on the other 

hand the Power-Administrator-Server could query for new logon credencials, if it´s necessary. 

If the Power-Administrator-Server queries for logon credencials and if you enter correct 

ones, they will be saved encrypted in the following file:  

 

         <Power Administrator Server – Installations-Directory>/LInf_zz1.dat 

 

 

Reset Logon-information-settings: 

 

If you want to set the logon-credentials once more, you have to delete first the file 

“LInf_zz1.dat, located in the installation-directory of the Power-Administrator-Server. Then 

start the Power-Administrator-Server in the foreground or call the “Configuration Assistant” 

as described in chapter 2.4.  

 

Stopping the Power-Administrator-Server, if it´s running in a DOS-Box: 

 

You can stop the Power-Administrator-Server at any time by pressing the key combination 

“CTRL-C“. 
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Figure 6: Logon-Screen for the Power-Administrator-Client 

3.1.2. Start the Power-Administrator-Server in the background as a service  

 

Once the logon-credentials have been set for the Power-Administrator-Server, as described 

in chapter 3.1.1, you could start the Power-Administrator-Server as a service in the 

background. If the Power-Administrator-Server is still running in the foreground, you have to 

stop it first, before you can start the Power-Administrator in the background.  

The name of the service is „Power Administrator for TSM“. E.g. you can start and stop the 

service over the DOS-commands “net start“ or „net stop“. The command syntax is: 

 

  DOS> net start „Power Administrator for TSM“ 

  or 

  DOS> net stop “Power Administrator for TSM“ 

 

3.1.3. Another way to stop the Power-Administrator-Server  

 

If the Power-Administrator-Server is running as a service, you can stop it as described in 

chapter 3.1.2. But additionally you have the following possibilities to stop the Power-

Administrator-Server: 

 

- If the Power-Administrator-Server is running in the foreground, you can stop it by 

pressing the key combination “CTRL-C”.  

- When you start the Power-Administrator-Server, the following file is created:  <Power-

Administrator-Server-Installations-Directory>/Running_Flag.dat . If you delete this file 

manually, the Power-Administrator-Server will exit directly. 

 

3.2. Start and stop the Power-Administrator-Client 
 

You can start the Power-Administrator-Client 

by calling it from the windows start menu:  

„Programme � PowerAdministrator � 

Power Administrator for TSM GUI“. Enter 

your TSM administrator name and the 

associated password. If there exist several 

TSM-servers in your company, your selected 

TSM administrator hast to be defined in the 

same way to all TSM-servers, to give the 

Power-Administrator-Client the possibility to 

logon to all other TSM servers.  

 

After successful login, the main application 

window of the Power-Administrator-Client 

appears (E.g. see Figure 7). The individual 
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elements of the main views will be explained in the following chapter.  

                     1 

Figure 7: Example for the main application window from the Power-Administrator-Client 

Attention: If the Power-Administrator-Server is running, there is a permanent TSM-console-

session running and open to every TSM-server in your company. Don´t try to terminate this 

session, because it´s necessary for the operation of the Power-Administrator-Server. If you try to 

kill one of these sessions, the Power-Administrator-Server will restart the session immediately. 

 

If you want to stop the Power-Administrator-Client, simply call the menu  „File�Exit“ or close 

the main window.    

 

3.3.  Usage of the Power-Administrator-Client 
 

Attention! – important advice: As explained in the subsequent chapters, many outputs of the 

Power-Administrator-Client are displayed in form of tables. These tables offer usually the 

following functions, which are not always mentioned explicitly:  

 

- The columns of the tables are sortable. 

- You can mark any combination of rows in the table with the usual Window key 

combinations and mouse actions. For example via CTRL + mouse click you can add a new line 

in an already existing selection.  

- You can call functions for the existing selection by clicking the right mouse button and than 

selecting the appropriate function from the menu displayed.  

Work area with „Real Time Views“ 
Menu bar 

 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

4 

Heartbeat Indicator 

5 
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3.3.1. Explanation of the main application window 

 

The main application window contains the following elements: 

1) In fig.7 at item 1 you will see the TSM login user credentials.  

2) In fig.7 at item 2 you will find a selection box for your existing TSM servers, for defined 

TSM server groups and for the item “All TSM server”. The selection here indicates, which 

TSM servers are be managed actually through the application window of the Power-

Administrator-Client and which values of which TSM servers will be shown. On the other 

hand, this setting here is the default setting used for functions called through the 

"Launch Pad" (See item 3 below in figure 5). The setting "All" means that actually 

information will be displayed about all TSM servers and that you can manage all TSM 

servers in this moment simultaneously.  

3) In fig. 7 at item 3 you will find the "Launch Pad", i.e. a kind of start-bar, where you can 

call function windows as often as you need.  

4) In fig. 7 at item 4 you will find an availability indicator for all TSM servers. Is one of the 

TSM servers no longer reachable, the associated indicator will change to red. If the 

corresponding TSM server is reachable again after a while, the associated indicator will 

change automatically to green.   

5) The work area, drawn in figure 5, contains various views, which present information from 

the TSM servers in real time. It is divided into the three worksheets “Status Overview 

1","Status Overview 2", “Library & Drives Information” and "Statistical Information" and 

the “Script Corner”. The first worksheet "Status Overview 1" is used to present an 

overview of actual error states, the possibility to work on errors in the trouble ticket 

system and to analyze the state of processes and actions on the TSM servers. The second 

and third worksheet is used to give a current overview of important parameters and 

processes on the TSM servers. The forth worksheet “Statistical Information” is used to 

give a general overview about the current state of the backup system, including an 

overview of the backup media, which are used.  

All three worksheets are described below in detail again.    

6) The "Heartbeat" indicator is important because it indicates whether an internal process 

of the Power Administrator client is working correctly, which ensures a permanent link 

between the Power-Administrator-Client and the TSM servers, which you want to 

administrate. 

7) The elements of the work area are resizable at the indicated margins (see fig. 8  red 

lines). Use your mouse to take a margin and to move it. This is valid for all elements on 

the four worksheets. Furtheron at item 5 you see buttons to maximize the size of the 

corresponding area or to set the size back to default.  
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The various worksheets will be described in detail in the following chapters. 

 

3.3.1.1. Worksheet  „Status Overview 1“ 

In fig. 8, you can see the worksheet „Status Overerview 1“. In the following an explanation 

of the elements "Last Errors Overview" and "Working with errors": (All the other elements 

of this worksheet will be addressed in detail in section 3.3.2 below.)  

Last Errors Overview: 

In the lower part of this element is a time window specified (headline: "Error (s) from 

date"). Any errors within this time frame, which are of the type "Failed schedules", “Failed 

VM Backups”, "Failed processes" or "Failed Tape Mounts", will be counted and displayed. If 

you want to show details on the errors, you have only to click the appropriate magnifier 

button. A subsequent window will appear with details about the errors.  

 

Trouble Ticket System / Last Trouble Tickets: 

In this section you will find statistics of TSM errors and their processing state in the trouble 

ticket system. On the other hand, there are two buttons available, which allows the access 

to the trouble ticket system.  

The "Power Administrator for TSM" software distinguishes between the following three 

error levels: "Informational", "Warning" and "Error". Only TSM messages of type "error" 

will be transferred to the trouble ticket system.    

The number of last errors is displayed at the item „New Errors“ in the main application 

 
Figure 8: The red lines indicate the margins in the work area for the worksheet "Status Overview 1", which can be moved. These 

margins can be taken with the mouse to move them. 
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window.  If you start working on an error in the Trouble-Ticket-System the processing 

status of the error changes to “In Work” or “Acknowledge”, depending which action is 

carried out from the administrator.  All the errors in the processing state „In work“ will not 

only be counted at item „New Errors”, but also at the item “In work” in the main 

application window. All the errors in the processing state „ Acknowledged“ will not only be 

counted at the item „New Errors”, but also at the item “Acknowledged” in the main 

application window.  

Messages, which are saved in the database of the Power-Administrator-Server, will expire 

after a certain time, so that they are cleaned up out of the database. For details see the 

chapter  „Further optional Configuration steps“. 

With the button „Edit/Acknowledge“ in the main application windows, you can call the 

Trouble-Ticket-System. For details, see chapter 3.3.3. 

 

3.3.1.2. Worksheet „Status Overview 2“ 

In fig. 9 you can see the worksheet „Status Overview 2“. This is a „Real Time“-view of all 

important TSM-parameters, -sessions und processes. In the following an explanation of the 

various elements of the view:  

 

TSM Database / Recovery Log: 

Here you can get a quick overview about every TSM server and the utilization of its 

database and its recovery log. This view is updated automatically every 5 minutes, but only 

if it is visible in the main application window. If you want to update this view directly, you 

can do it manually by calling the menu: „Views�Update Database View“  

 

Figure 9: Example for the main application window with the worksheet „Status Overview 2“ 
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Migration State of Storage Pools: 

Here you can get a quick overview of the utilization of the Storage-Pools which are able to 

migrate data to a “next storage pool” for each TSM server. This view is important to get 

information about whether migration processes are running correctly. Look also to the lo-

threshold and the hi-threshold, which is drawn inside the view. This view is updated every 5 

minutes if it´s visible in the work area. If you want to update this view directly, you can do it 

manually by calling the menu: „Views�Update Storagepool View“  

Client Sessions: 

This view is a real time view of running client sessions on the TSM servers. If you want to 

update this view directly, you can do it manually by calling the menu: „Views�Update 

Sessions View“. Using the right mouse button menu in the session table, you can call the 

following functions:   

 

- Cancel Session: This function cancels the selected sessions in the table view.  

- Query actual details: Display details to the selected sessions in the table view.  

- Update Sessions View: This function calls the update function for the sessions view. You 

                                                   need it for example, if you don´t want to wait until the values   

                                                   „Bytes received“ or „Bytes send“ are updated automatically,  

                                                   because this values are updated normally every 2 minutes only.  

- Session Statistics: This feature calculates current session statistics values. This values are  

                                        not directly related to the selected sessions, but are based on the  

                                        nodes belonging to the selected sessions. This means that the Power- 

                                        Administrator-Client determines first the node name belonging to  

                                        the selected sessions. After this, he determines all actual sessions  

                                        belonging to the node and all sessions in the past, which belong to  

                                        the same backup- or restore-process. The statistic values, which are  

                                        calculated from the sessions found, are average values calculated  

                                        from the total time of the sessions (from the beginning of the first  

                                        session until the current time) and the total amount of transferred  

                                        data. So you will receive the total average performance of a backup  

                                    process.   

 

 

Admin Sessions: 

This view shows the running administrative sessions of the TSM servers. It is not a real time 

view, but it will be updated at least every two minutes.  If you want to update this view 

directly, you can do it manually by calling the menu: „Views�Update Sessions View“. Using 

the right mouse button menu in the session table, you can call the following functions:
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- Cancel Session: This function cancels the selected sessions in the table view.  

- Query actual details: Display details to the selected sessions in the table view. 

Processes: 

This view is a real time view of running processes on the TSM servers. If you want to update 

this view directly, you can do it manually by calling the menu: „Views�Update Process 

View“. Using the right mouse button menu in the process table, you can call the following 

functions:  

 

- Cancel Process: This function cancels the selected processes in the table view.  

- Query actual details: Display details to the selected processes in the table view. 

3.3.1.3. Worksheet „Library & Drives Information“ 

On this worksheet are displayed information about the content of libraries, the last TSM 

database backups and the state of used drives. 

Libraries: 

Here is an overview about used backup media of all existing libraries. Also libraries of type 

“file library” are listed. All backup media are sorted according to their classified status. 

Furtheron it is shown, which backup media is inside a libray or not and the total number of 

backup media of a certain type.  If you want to know in detail what backup media exits to a 

specific status, mark the corresponding row in the table and on the right mouse button 

menu select the item “Show details”.  

Database Backups: 

Here are listed all valid TSM database backups. It will be displayed, which of the TSM 

database backups are still in the Library and which are outside.  

Drives: 

This view is a real time view of the existing drives of all TSM servers. If you want to update 

this view directly, you can do it manually by calling the menu: „Views�Update Drive View“. 

Using the right mouse button menu in the library and drives table, you can call the 

following functions:   

 

- Update Drive: With this function, you can change the settings of the marked drives in the  

                              table view.  

- Query mounts: This function shows all actual tape mounts.  

- Drive details: This function displays all drive details.  

- Show library: This function calls the “Show library”-command.  

- Dismount volume:  This function dismounts all marked volumes in the table view.  
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3.3.1.4. Worksheet „Statistical Information“ 

 

In the following an explanation of the various elements of this view: 

Platforms Overview: 

Here is an overview of the existing TSM clients. It shows how many TSM clients are 

available per operating system platform and what amount of data per operating system 

platform is stored in the TSM server system.  

Backup/Archive Event History: 

Here is an overview about the client schedule events of the recent days. For every day is an 

equally long colored bar drawn. The entire length of the bar means 100% of the events of 

that day. Most bars are color-divided. Every color describes a certain event state like 

“completed” or “failed”, … (For details see the agenda below). So you can see how much 

percent of all events are "completed", "failed", "missed", ... in history form.  

Backup/Archive History of transferred Data: 

Here is an overview about the amount of data transmitted during backup operations to the  

TSM servers for the recent days. So you can determine for a period, e.g. a week,  if the 

transmitted amount of data  fluctuates strongly or not.   

Nodes not accessed in the last 5 days: 

This view shows which nodes doesn´t have accessed the TSM server in the last 5 days. 

Maybe, this is important, because certain TSM clients unintended doesn´t do no longer 

their backup.  

 

3.3.2. Working with the „TSM Console Message Manager“ 

 

In the worksheet "Status Overview 1" from the main application window, there is the central 

message console with the heading "TSM Console Message Manager", which shows all 

important messages of the last time. You will find here messages generated from the existing 

TSM servers and messages generated by the Power-Administrator-Server itself.  

In the TSM Console Message Manager you will find also the Message History – time line. This 

time line shows the occurrence of messages during the last time. This time line depends on 

the filter settings from the fields above.  

Remark: The central message console only works if the Power-Administrator-Server is 

running. The messages are always up to time, even if the Power-Administrator-Client for 

certain periods is not running. Every time, when the Power-Administrator-Client logs on to 

the Power-Administrator-Server, it queries for the last messages. If new messages arrive to 

the Power-Administrator-Server, it will send them immediately to the current Power-

Administrator-Clients logged on.  
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In the subsequent chapters follow an explanation to the individual elements of the central 

message console. Before going on, however, you should understand completely the concept 

of error classes, as described below:  

3.3.2.1. Error classes 

Each message on the Power-Administrator-Client, belongs to one of the following three error 

classes and will be highlighted in a corresponding color:  

1) Informational: This message is just an information and doesn´t represent an error. It is 

drawn in the color black.  

2) Warning: This message describes no critical condition, but a state which later may 

become critical or a condition whose effects are not precisely known. It is drawn in the 

color orange. 

3) Error: This message describes a critical state definitely where you should respond as 

quickly as possible. It is drawn in the color red. 

In addition, there is another classification, which suppresses messages to be shown, ie a kind 

of filter. This class is called "Null"-class.   

3.3.2.2. The calculation of error classes for messages from TSM servers 

Each message, which comes from a TSM server, belongs to one of three error classes 

indicated by the ANR-code of the message. The syntax of the ANR code and the resulting 

classification is explained in the following:  

1) „ANR…I“ – messages: This message is a purely informational message. 

2) „ANR…W“ – messages: This message describes a warning condition. 

3) „ANR…E“ – messages: This message describes an error condition. 

Unfortunately, the classification of the messages on the TSM servers, in practice, is not 

always useful, so that a modification of the classifications would increase the usability of the 

messages, e.g. for monitoring purposes.  

Exactly that is, what the Power-Administrator-Server can do. Every message he received from 

the TSM servers, will be analysed and the classification will be recalculated before sending 

the message to the Power-Administrator-Clients.  

Analysis of the error classes: 

The analysis and customization of the error classes for TSM messages can be defined on the 

Power-Administrator-Server in any way. When delivered, the Power-Administrator-Server 

contains already "best practice"-definitions:  

Each message, which is generated by the TSM servers and which arrives the Power-

Administrator-Server, will be analysed by regular expressions. These regular expressions 

work like a search function to analyse the message for certain contents. If the desired 

content in a TSM message is found, so the regular expression is fulfilled, and the Power-

Administrator-Server looks in a definition table to see which corresponding error class is 

assigned to the regular expression and therefore will be assigned to the TSM message. 
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Definitions for the analysis of TSM messages consist of regular expressions and assigned 

error classes. They are organized in form of a definition list, where every row contains a 

single definition, consisting of a regular expression and an assigned error class. The list works 

similarly to the “Include / Exclude”-lists of TSM clients. I.e. when a certain TSM message is 

analysed by the Power-Administrator-Server, then for this message the definition list is 

worked through from the top to the bottom and the first regular expression, which matches, 

determines the classification for the new TSM message. Is there is no matching regular 

expression in the definition list, than the original classification of the TSM message will not 

be changed.   

The structure of the list of definitions and the syntax of the definitions looks like this:  

Definition 1:   <Regular expression (= Search criteria)> <assigned classification> 

Definition 2:   <Regular expression (= Search criteria)> <assigned classification> 

 .   .      . 

 .   .      . 

 .   .      . 

With 

        <Regular expression> : You can find detailed information about the syntax of „Regular 

Expression“ in the internet. Those, who are not familiar with 

„Regular Expressions“, can look in the existing definitions at 

the Power-Administrator-Server, to use them like examples.  

        <Assigned classifications> : There are the following 4 different types of error classes: 

Error: Decscribes a critical condition  

Warning: Describes a warning condition  

Info: Describes a pure information  

Null: Filters a message completely 

3.3.2.3. How the customization of error classifications for TSM messages work  

Below a description how to add new customization definitions for error classifications or 

update exiting ones.  

 

1) To start the customization process go to the menu  „Configuration � Monitoring 

Settings“ in the main window of the PA GUI. It will open a new window like in fig. 10. 

Here you can select, if you want to customize definitions for a certain TSM server or for 

all TSM servers.    
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2) By clicking the button „Edit Filter List“, you will see a window like in fig. 10, which serves 

to change your definitions for error classifications of TSM messages. This window 

contains the following elements:  

 

a) Item 1 in fig. 11 shows your input field for new definitions: Here you can enter a single  

     new definition for an assignment of a regular expression to an error classification.  

     If you have supplied all information to your new definition, you can transmit the new  

     definition via the buttons “Insert” or “Replace” to the table view below (See item 2 in  

     fig. 11).   

b) Button „Insert“:  This button  inserts the information of the input field as  a  new  

      definition in the table view below. The position parameter gives the row number,  

      where to insert the new definition.   

c)  Button „Replace“: This button replaces one definition in the table view below with the  

     information of the input field. The position parameter give the row number, which will  

     be replaced.   

d) Button „Delete“:  This button  deletes a definition  from the table  view below.  The 

      position parameter gives the row number of the definition which will be deleted.  

e) Button „Move up“: This button moves the marked definition row, in the table view  

     below, one position up.  

f)  Button „Move down“: This button moves the marked definition row, in the table view  

     below, one position down.   

 
Figure 10: Select Window for the TSM server, 

for which you want to change filter rules. 
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g) Button „Cancel“:  This button lets you close the actual window without saving the  

     changes. Before the window will be closed, you have to confirm that you want to  

     discard your changes.  

h) Button „Save + Close“:  This button lets you save your changes and will close the  

      actual window.  

i)  Button „Search ‘’Search String’’ “:  Over this button you can search in the actual  

      existing definitions in the column “Search String” for matching record, to check if a 

     supposed setting is already available.   

j)  Table view „Filter List“: The table view lists all existing definitions. If you mark a row,  

     the information of this row will be passed to the input field above.  

 

3.3.2.4. Self-defined periodically running TSM server queries for monitoring purposes  

The Power-Administrator-Server gives the possibility to use self-defined SQL queries for 

periodical queries at the TSM servers. The result of these queries can be analysed 

automatically to send an appropriate message to the central "TSM Console" of the Power-

Administrator-Clients. These self-defined queries are saved in a so-called "query" list. To edit 

this list, you must execute the following steps:  

1) To start, you must click the button „Edit Filter List“ in the “TSM Message Console 

Manager”. It will open a new window like in fig. 10. Here you select, if you want to edit 

the “Query”-List for a certain TSM server or for all TSM servers.    

 
Figure 11: Window for the modification of the management of TSM message processing 
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2) Click the button „Edit Query List“ to open the edit window for the „Query“-List (See fig. 

12). This window contains the following Elemente:   

 

a) Item 1 in fig. 12 shows your input field for new definitions: Here you can enter a single  

     new definition for a periodically running TSM-SQL-query and the way how the result  

     of the query is analysed. Every definition consists of the following declarations:  

            - Position: This value is important for the buttons „Insert“, „Replace“ and  

                                   „Delete“. It defines on which position in the query-list below the  

                                   new definition will be inserted or replaced or on which position the  

                                   existing one will be  deleted. Remark: The position of a “Query”- 

                                   Definition in the “Query”-List isn´t important for his function.  

            - Name: Here you can give a name to your new definition.   

            - Frequency: Here you specify how often the "Query" should run. However, there  

                                    is a especialness for the classification „Error“ (See the following  

                                    chapter 3.3.2.5).   

            - Start Time: Here you define, for every day, when the query should execute the  

                                    first time.   

            - Enabled: Here you define, if the „query“ is active. I.e. if the query should run. 

            - Select Command:  Here you define the SQL-query, which should run periodically  

                                                 at the TSM servers. This SQL command must comply with a  

                                                 certain syntax, otherwise the result can not be analyzed  

                                                 later. The syntax has to have the following structure: The  

                                                 SQL command must provide exactly two columns as the  

                                                 result with one column called "VERB" and the other one  

                                                 called "ARG". Here's an example:   

                                                      „select copy1_name VERB, copy1_status ARG from dbvolumes“  

            - Condition Type: Here you define the condition to proof against the “ARG”- 

                                              column.  

 
Figure 12:  In this window you can edit the self-defined periodically running TSM-SQL-queries 
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            - Condition Argument: Here you define the argument for the condition, which  

                                                       should be proofed against the “ARG”-column.  

            - Message Text: Here you define the message, which should be generated, if the  

                                            check of the condition was successful. In the message you can  

                                            use the placeholder $1 or $2. $1 is replaced by the result value  

                                            of column „VERB“ and $2 is replaced by the result value of  

                                            column „ARG”.  

            - Classification: This value defines the error class, which should be assigned to the  

                                        message above.  

b) Item 2 in fig. 12 shows the actual list of periodical running TSM-SQL-queries. 

       However, the list is only then active, when you saved it.   

c) Button „Replace“: This button replaces one definition in the table view below with the  

     information of the input field. The position parameter give the row number, which 

     will be replaced.  

d) Button „Insert“: This button inserts the information of the input field as a new  

     definition in the table view below. The position parameter gives the row number,  

     where to insert the new definition.   

e) Button „Delete“:  This button  deletes a definition  from the table  view below in fig. 

     12. The position parameter gives the row number of the definition which will be 

     deleted.  

f) Button „Cancel“:  This button lets you close the actual window without saving the  

     changes. Before the window will be closed, you have to confirm, that you want to  

     discard your changes.  

g) Button „Save + Close“:  This button  lets you  save your  changes  and will  close  the  

     actual window.  

h) Table view „Query List“:  The table view lists all existing definitions. If you mark a 

     row, the information of this row will be passed to the input field above.  

 

3.3.2.5. Usage of error classes with self-defined TSM-SQL-queries 

A special feature is implemented for the classification “error”, which will be explained in 

the following: If a condition of a self-defined SQL-query with classification “error” is 

fulfilled, the corresponding message will be send to the Power-Administrator-Clients, 

which outputs them to their Central Message Console.  However, afterwards  the self-

defined TSM server query would not run again until you have acknowledged the 

appropriate error message in the Trouble-Tickets-System. This behavior applies only to 

TSM Server queries with an assigned classification of "Error".  

 

3.3.3. Working with the Trouble-Tickets-System 

You can call the Trouble-Tickets-System in the main application window on worksheet 1 

“Status Overview 1” by clicking the button “Edit/Acknowledge”.  
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Attention!: The Trouble-Tickets-System can only be used if the Power-Administrator-Server is 

up and running. 

Figure 11 shows the application window for Trouble Tickets, which consists of the following 

elements: 

1) Actual error list  

This list contains all the messages of your TSM servers and of the Power-Administrator-

Server with the classification "Error". Messages with other classifications are not 

processed in the Trouble-Tickets-System. Each of the messages contain the following 

information:  

- Date/Time of occurance  

- Information of which TSM server the message is  (Column „TSM-Server“)  

- Message text (Column „Message“)  

- Processing state in the Trouble-Tickets-System (Column „State“)  

- Last author, who worked on the message in the Trouble-Tickets-System (Column  

   „Author“) 

- The date of the last processing (Column „Change Date“)  

The last column of the list contains for each message an editing button. If you click this 

button, there will open a window with the following elements:  

- Upside in the window you can see details to the selected message.  

- In the middle of the window under „Notices“ you can see all notices to this message 

   which users have generated while working with this message.   

- In the lower part of the window under „Your new notice“ a user can enter a new notice  

 
Figure 13: Menu-window for working on „Trouble-Tickets“ 
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   for the actual processing state of the message.  

- To save the new notice and set the processing state of the message to „Acknowledged“ 

   click the button „Save notice and acknowledge“. This means, that you have done the  

   last processing step for this message and you can´t enter further notices for this  

   messages. After the acknowledgement you will be asked if you want to acknowledge  

   further similar TSM-messages in the past automatically. This function is important  

   because it is possible that on the TSM server will be generated many similar TSM  

   messages in a short time, which belong to the same problem. Because these messages  

   will floot the “Trouble-Tickets-System” of the “Power Administrator for TSM” it is  

   important to have a function to acknowledge  these messages automatically in one  

   step. You will be asked if you want to confirm every acknowledgment of a TSM  

   message or not. Furtheron you can determine the time window, when to search for  

   similar messages and how the similar messages have to look like.   

- With the button „Save notice without acknowledge“ you can save the notice and set the  

   processing state of the message to „In Work“ or leave it in this state.  

- With the button „Quit“ you can leave the window without saving information.  

2) Filter Condition  

This section contains various options to filter the messages displayed in "Actual filter 

list". The input to the filter options will be set by either clicking the button "Submit time 

window" or the button "Submit filter condition".  

3) Button „Quit“  

With this button you can leave „Trouble-Tickets“-window. 

 

3.3.3.1. Search for notices in the Trouble-Tickets-System  

All notices ever entered into the Trouble-Tickets-System are saved from the Power-

Administrator-Server. You can search for these notices, in order to investigate for new TSM 

errors whether in the past similar mistakes have been occurred and how they were resolved. 

To call the search form, click in the main application window on the work sheet 1 "Status 

Overview 1" under "Working with errors" the button "Search". In the following window you 

can use different search criteria for "Trouble Ticket Notices". To start your search, click on 

the button "Submit search criteria". 

 

3.3.4. Working with the “Analyse” application window 

 

The application window "Analyse" serves: 

• to find  performance bottlenecks by doing root cause analysis.  

• to dramatically increase problem determination capabilities by combining 

statusinformation from various TSM sources.  

With this function you can analyse the timing of processes, sessions, tape mounts, etc. on a 

TSM server. To do so enter appropriate values in the fields "From Date" / "From Time" and 

"To Date" / "To Time" for a desired time window, which you would like to analyze. In the field 

"TSM server" select the TSM servers for which you want to carry out the analysis. In the filter 
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settings field you can set up various filter including a generic "Text Filter" and with the check 

box “Include Client Actions” you determine if you want to include TSM client summary 

records in your analysis. To start the generation of your report click the button "Run Report".

  

After the report generation has completed, you can change the scaling of the displayed items 

over the value in the field "Zoom". Furthermore, you can change the sort order and grouping 

of the displayed values by selecting an appropriate value in the field "Viewing structure". If 

you select the value "Drives separated" you will see your tape drives with their tape mounts 

separately from other actions on the top of your report. If you select the value "All 

separated” all different kinds of actions on a TSM server, like tape mounts, processes and 

sessions, will be displayed separately on your report.  

There is also a flyover functionality available, which means, that you can point with you 

mouse to a colored bar in the chart. Then you will get detailed information displayed. 

  

In the following you will find a quick introduction based on “real life” production 

screen shots (with anonymized  production source data).  

� To start with, you select the “Analyse” function as it is shown on the first image below.  

Later on you will be guided through all the functions by different screen shots.  
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If you select a Filter for “Sessions”, “Processes” or “Clients”, than they will be applied 

instantly without the need of pressing again the  “run a report” button.  
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3.3.5. Working with the „Administration“ application window  

 

The application window "Administration" (see Figure 12) can be started via the button 

"Administration", which you find in the main application window on the left side.  

It consists of the following elements:  

Navigation Tree  

Point 1 in Fig. 14 shows the Navigation Tree over which you can call the various administrator 

functions. The individual functions will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. The 

result of each function call will be displayed in the working area (see item 2 in Figure 12). 

Working area  

Point 2 in Fig. 14 shows the Working Area. Here are presented the results of a function call 

from the Navigation Tree. Depending on the function call and the result you received, you 

can call further functions in the working area over buttons or right-mouse-click-menus. If for 

example a table is displayed, you generally can mark rows of the table and call over a right-

mouse-click-action a menu, which presents functions applicable to the marked rows. 

Selection field TSM-Server(s)  

Here you can set the TSM servers for which the function call should execute the selected 

function. There are the following options: A single TSM server, a TSM server group and the 

value "All", which means all existing TSM servers. 

Update now  

If you click this button, you can repeat the last done function call.  

Automatic update  

Here you can set a period for automatic repetitions of the last function call. This feature 

allows to monitor changes to TSM servers without the need to call multiple time manually a 

selected function. 
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In the following chapters, every function of the Navigation Tree will be discussed in detail:  

 

3.3.5.1. Administrators 

 

With this function  you can list all TSM-administrators of your selected TSM servers in form of 

a table. Every column of the table is sortable.  

With the button „Register New Admin“ you can register a new TSM-administrator.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query details  

Shows the details of the selected TSM-administrators.  

 
Figure 14: View of the "Administration" application window 
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Update admin  

This function calls the „Update“-function for all marked TSM-administrators. If you have 

selected more than one TSM administrator, you will be asked whether all the selected TSM 

administrators should be updated in a step by step process or if you like to update them in a 

single step. I.e. it opens a window with the question: "Update all items in a single step". The 

following answers are possible:  

1) update every item step by step  

     With this answer, each of the selected TSM administrators will be edited in a separate  

     processing step.   

2) update all items in a single step  

     With this answer, all the selected TSM administrators are modified in one processing step.  

     I.e. in this way you can modify e.g. the password or other parameters for multiple TSM  

     administrators in one step.  

Rename  

With this function you can rename the marked TSM-administrators. 

Remove  

With this function you can delete the marked TSM-administrators. Before deleting you will 

be asked if you are sure to do so. 

„Select“ or „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions TSM-administrators can be marked. With "select all" all TSM- 

administrators of the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a 

mask, where you can enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" 

character as a wildcard for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single 

character. For example if you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as an administrator name, all TSM- 

administrators who have a name starting with the character "a" will be selected. 

 

3.3.5.2. TSM Clients 

 

With this function you can list all TSM-Clients of your selected TSM servers in form of a table. 

Every column of the table is sortable.  

With the button „Register New Node“ you can register a new TSM-Client.  

 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

 

Query details  

Shows the details of the selected TSM-Clients. 

Update node  

This function calls the „Update“-function for all marked TSM-Clients. If you have selected 

more than one TSM-Client, you will be asked whether all the selected TSM Clients should be 
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updated in a step by step process or if you like to update them in a single step. I.e. it opens a 

window with the question: "Update all items in a single step". The following answers are 

possible:  

1) update every item step by step  

     By this response each TSM client, which is marked, will be edited and processed in a  

     separate step.  

2) update all items in a single step  

     By this response all marked TSM-clients will be edited and processed in one step. I.e. on  

     this way you can e.g. change the password or other parameters for multiple TSM clients  

     simultaneously in one step. 

Remove  

This function deletes the marked TSM-clients. The remove process will be performed after 

you have confirmed a security request. 

Rename  

This function renames the marked TSM-clients. 

Lock Node  

This function locks the marked TSM-clients. 

Unlock node  

This function unlocks the marked TSM-clients. 

Generate backup set  

Over this function you can generate a “Backup Set” for the marked TSM-clients. If you have 

selected multiple TSM-clients, so you can choose whether you want to generate a backupset 

for all TSM-clients together or whether you want to generate a backup set for each TSM-

client separately. 

Get existing backup set   

Over this function you can introduce an existing “Backup Set” for the marked TSM-clients to 

the TSM-server. 

Show filespaces  

This function shows „TSM-Filespaces“ for the marked TSM-clients. I.e. here are listed File 

Systems (UNIX) and / or Partitions (Windows). 

Show occupancy  

This function shows the amount of data, which the marked TSM-clients occupy on the TSM-

server.  

Show client volumes  

This function shows all backup media which contains data of the selected clients. 

„Select“ oder „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions TSM-clients can be marked. With "select all" all TSM-clients 

of the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you 

can enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a 
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wildcard for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For 

example, if you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a client name, all TSM-clients who have a 

name starting with the character "a" will be selected.  

 

3.3.5.3. Node Groups 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. With this 

function you can list all „Node Groups“ of your selected TSM servers in form of a table. Every 

column of the table is sortable.  

With the button „Define Node Group“ you can register a new TSM-Client.  

 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

 

Query details  

Shows the details of the selected “Node Groups”. 

Update Node Group  

This function calls the „Update“-function for all marked „Node Groups“. 

Delete Node Group  

This function deletes the marked “Node Groups”. The remove process will be performed 

after you have confirmed a security request.  

Edit Node Group Members  

This function changes the assigned TSM clients to the selected “Node Groups”.  

 

3.3.5.4. Client Option Sets 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. With this 

function you can list all „Client Option Sets” of your selected TSM servers in form of a table. 

Every column of the table is sortable.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Delete Option Set  

This function deletes a complete „Client Option Set“ with all included “Client Options”. 

Before the deletion process you have to confirm a security request. 

Update Option Set  

With this function you can edit „Client Options” of a „Client Option Set“. See below: Edit 

„Client Options“. 
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Copy Option Set  

This function copies a complete „Client Option Set“. 

Change Node Association  

Over this function you change the association of the „Client Option Set“ to the TSM-clients. 

 

Edit „Client Options“ 

Over the button "Define client option set" you can add a new “Client Option Set" along with 

“Client Options” to a TSM-server. The modification window for the "Option Set"-definitions 

can be seen in Fig 13. Under point 1 in Figure 13 the name and a description for the "Client 

Option Set" can be given.   

At point 2 in Figure 13, the various options that were existing are presented. If you want to 

edit an option, you can directly click with your mouse arrow in a cell of the definition line, 

which will show you than a cursor. Item 3 in Figure 13 shows as an example the place where 

you have to click with your mouse to enter or modify the Include-Exclude statement. Once all 

entries are made, you can save your definitions and leave the input mask with the button 

“Set". 

All further functions can be called over the following buttons: 

1) Button „New“  

This button creates a new, empty line for a "Client Option" definition at the end of the 

list, which you can see in item 2 in Figure 13. This definition line must be filled with 

values, before you can save the Client Option Set over the button "Set". 

2) Button „Delete“  

This button deletes the definition line, which has been marked in the list.  

3) Button „move up“  

This button moves the selected row in the definition list one position up. Changing the 

order of "Client Options" is especially important for "Include / Exclude" statements, 

because they will be processed in form of a list. 

4) Button „move down“  

This button moves the selected row in the definition list one position down. Changing the 

order of "Client Options" is especially important for "Include / Exclude" statements, 

because they will be processed in form of a list. 
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Figure 15: Input mask for "Client Option Set" definitions 

 

3.3.5.5. „Node Relations“-Function for Client Option Sets 

 

The "Node Relations" function is located under „Client Option Sets“ function in the 

Navigation Tree, which in turn is located below the “TSM Clients” function. This function 

produces a list, which shows the assignments between TSM-clients to “Client Option Set”.  

3.3.5.6. „Overview“-Function for Client Option Sets 

 

The "Overview" function is located under „Client Option Sets“ function in the Navigation 

Tree, which in turn is located below the “TSM Clients” function. This function produces a list 

of all available “Client Option Sets”.  

 

 

3.3.5.7. Collocation Groups 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. With this 

function you can list all „Collocation Groups“ of your selected TSM servers including the 

assigned TSM-clients in form of a table. Every column of the table is sortable.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 
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Update Collocation Group  

With this function you can change the description text of your „Collocation Group“. 

Delete Collocation Group  

This function deletes a complete „Collocation Group“. 

Change Node Associations  

With this feature you can change the assignment of the TSM clients to the "Collocation 

Group”.  

Over the button "Define Collocation Group", you can add a new "Collocation Group" to a 

TSM server. 

 

3.3.5.8. Nodes not assigned to a Collocation Group 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. With this 

function you can list all TSM client nodes in form of a table, which are not assigned to a 

„Collocation Group“. Every column of the table is sortable.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows details of the selected TSM clients. 

„Select“ oder „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions TSM-clients can be marked. With "select all" all TSM-clients 

of the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you 

can enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a 

wildcard for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For 

example, if you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a client name, all TSM-clients who have a 

name starting with the character "a" will be selected.   

 

 

3.3.5.9. Backup Set 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. With this 

function you can list all known„Backup Sets“ of your selected TSM servers in form of a table. 

Every column of the table is sortable.  

With the button "Generate Backup Set" you can generate a new "Backup Set".  

With the button "Insert Backup Set", you can make an existing, but unknown “Backup Set" 

available to a TSM-server.  
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3.3.5.10. File Space Names 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. With this 

function you can list all „TSM Filespaces“ of your selected TSM servers in form of a table. I.e. 

you can list File-Systems of UNIX-servers and partitions of Windows-servers. Every column of 

the table is sortable.  

 

3.3.5.11. Storagepool Occupancy 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Client" function in the Navigation Tree. This function 

shows a statistic about how much space a TSM-client occupies in a TSM-Storage Pool. Every 

column of the table is sortable.  

 

3.3.5.12. Storage Relations (Filespaces) 

 

This feature is arranged below the "Storagepool Occupancy" function in the Navigation Tree. 

This function shows statistic values of the „TSM Filespaces“ and in comparison the occupancy 

values of the amount of data in the TSM Storage Pools. Every column of the table is sortable.

  

The relation between the actual space in the filesystem or the Windows-partition to the 

space occupied on the TSM server is shown in the column "Factor" as the ratio value.  

 

3.3.5.13. Storage Relations (Nodes) 

 

This feature is arranged below the "Storagepool Occupancy" function in the Navigation Tree. 

This function shows statistic values of the storage amount of TSM-clients in your company 

and in comparison the occupancy values of the amount of data in the TSM Storage Pools. 

Every column of the table is sortable.  

The relation between the actual space occupied on the disks of your TSM-clients to the space 

occupied on the TSM server is shown in the column "Factor" as the ratio value. 

 

3.3.5.14. Schedules 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Clients" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in 

detail in form of a table, which TSM-Client-Schedule-Definitions are there on the TSM 

servers. Every column of the table is sortable.  
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3.3.5.15. Nodes without Schedule Association 

 

This feature is arranged below the "Schedules" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in all 

TSM clients, which are actually not assigned to a Schedule-Job. Every column of the table is 

sortable.  

 

3.3.5.16. Schedules Events 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Clients" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in 

detail in form of a table, which TSM-Client-Schedule-Event-Information are there on the TSM 

servers. Every column of the table is sortable. 

 

3.3.5.17. Proxy Nodes 

 

This feature is arranged below the "TSM Clients" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in 

detail in form of a table, which TSM-Client-Proxy-Definitions are there on the TSM servers. 

Every column of the table is sortable. The table consists of two columns. The first column 

gives the TSM client node, which acts as a proxy for a second TSM client node, which is 

shown in the second column. Over the button "Add Proxy Relation" you can add a new 

Proxy-Definition. If you have selected one Proxy-Relation in the table, you can call a right-

mouse-button-menu with the following functions: 

„Select“ oder „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions you can mark Proxy-Definitions in the table. With "select all" 

all Proxy-Definitions of the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a 

mask, where you can enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" 

character as a wildcard for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single 

character. For example, if you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a Proxy-node-name, all Proxy-

Nodes, who have a name starting with the character "a" will be selected. 

 

Delete Proxy Relation 

This function deletes the marked Proxy-definitions. 
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3.3.5.18. NAS Nodes 

 

This function lists all NAS-Nodes (Network Attached Storage Nodes) in form of a table. Every 

column of the table is sortable. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows details of the selected TSM clients. 

Show Filespaces  

This function shows all known filespaces of the selected NAS nodes. 

Query Backup Objects  

This function queries the TSM server for NAS node backup objects. 

Update  

Call this function to update a NAS-Node definition. 

Remove  

This function removes a NAS-Node from a TSM-Server. 

Rename  

This function renames a NAS-Node on a TSM-Server. 

Lock Node  

This function locks the access to a NAS-Node on a TSM-Server. 

Unlock Node  

This function unlocks the access to a NAS-Node on a TSM-Server. 

Query NAS Backup  

This function shows Filesystem Backup Information of a NAS-Node. 

Backup Node  

This function starts a backup process for the selected NAS nodes. The result is a process 

running on the TSM server. 

Restore Node  

This function starts a restore process for the selected NAS nodes. The result is a process 

running on the TSM server.  

„Select“ or „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions NAS nodes can be marked. With "select all" all NAS nodes of 

the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you can 

enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a wildcard 

for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For example if 

you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a node name, all NAS nodes who have a name starting 

with the character "a" will be selected. 
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Over the button „Define NAS Node“ a new NAS Storage Node can be defined on a TSM-

Server. 

 

3.3.5.19. NAS Node File Spaces 

 

This function shows all known File Spaces of a TSM server in form of a table.   

 

3.3.5.20. Virtual File Space Mappings 

 

This function shows all „Virtual File Space Mappings“ in form of a table.  

  

3.3.5.21. Data Movers 

 

This function shows all „Data Mover“ definitions in form of a table.  

 

3.3.5.22. NDMP Storage Pools 

 

This function shows all Storage Pools of type „NDMP“ in form of a table.  

 

3.3.5.23. NAS Processes 

 

This function shows actually running NAS backup or restore processes in form of a table. 

 

3.3.5.24. NAS Backup Summary 

 

This function shows for a selected time window all NAS backup and restore operations in 

form of a table.  

 

3.3.5.25. TSM Server 

 

This function lists status-information of your selected TSM servers in form of a table. Every 

column of the table is sortable.  
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You can update the most status-values by marking them in the table and calling the 

“Update”-function, which is reachable over the right mouse button menu. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows the entire content of scripts. 

 

3.3.5.26. Activity Log 

 

This function lets you query the „Activity Log“ of your selected TSM-servers. After calling the 

function an input mask opens, where you can enter various parameters for a specific inquiry 

of the „Activity Log“. 

Some “sub functions” to the "Activity Log" can be found in the Navigation Tree, which gives a 

quick access to different time windows of the "Activity Log". For example the last 5 minutes, 

15 minutes, 30 minutes, … . Calling this functions don´t result in opening an input mask, but 

the query runs directly at the selected TSM-servers. 

 

3.3.5.27. Processes 

 

This function  is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

actually running TSM processes in form of a table. Every column of the table is sortable. 

  

If you have selected at least one line in the table, you can call a „Cancel“ function for the 

marked processes over the right-mouse-button-menu . 

 

3.3.5.28. Sessions 

 

This function  is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

actually running TSM-client-sessions in form of a table. Every column of the table is sortable. 

  

If you have selected at least one line in the table, you can call a „Cancel“ function for the 

marked sessions over the right-mouse-button-menu. 

 

3.3.5.29. Requests 
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This function  is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

actually existing “Requests” in form of a table . 

 

3.3.5.30. Restartable Restore Sessions 

 

This function  is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

actually existing “Restartable Restore Sessions” in form of a table . 

 

3.3.5.31. Other TSM Servers 

 

This function is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

existing Server definitions in form of a table . Every column of the table is sortable. 

Query Details  

This function shows all details of the selected TSM servers. 

Update Server  

This function calls the „Update“-function for all marked TSM servers. If you have selected 

more than one TSM server, you will be asked whether all the selected TSM servers should be 

updated in a step by step process or if you like to update them in a single step. I.e. it opens a 

window with the question: "Update all items in a single step". The following answers are 

possible:  

1) update every item step by step  

     With this answer, each of the selected TSM servers will be edited in a separate  

     processing step.   

2) update all items in a single step  

     With this answer, all the selected TSM servers are modified in one processing step.  

     I.e. in this way you can modify e.g. the IP-address or other parameters for multiple TSM  

     servers in one step.  

Delete Server  

With this function you can delete the marked TSM server definitions. Before the deletion 

process, you have to confirm a  security request.  

 

Ping Server  

This function tests a TCP/IP connection to the selected TSM servers. 

 

3.3.5.32. Server Groups 
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This function is arranged below the "Other TSM Servers" function in the Navigation Tree. It 

lists all existing „Server Group“ definitions in form of a table . Every column of the table is 

sortable. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Update Server Group  

This function calls the „Update“-function for all marked “Server Groups”. 

Delete Server Group  

With this function you can delete the marked “Server Group” definitions. Before the deletion 

process, you have to confirm a security request. 

Rename Server Group  

With this function you can rename the marked “Server Groups”. 

Copy Server Group  

With this function you can copy the marked “Server Groups”. 

Change Server Group Members  

With this function you can change the assignment of TSM servers to the marked “Server 

Groups”.  

Move Group Member  

With this function you can move single members of a „Node Group“ to another „Node 

Group“.  

Further Functions:   

With the button "Define new Server Group" you can define a new "Server Group". 

 

3.3.5.33. Enterprise Configuration 

 

This function is arranged below the "Other TSM Servers" function in the Navigation Tree. It 

lists for all existing TSM servers the “Configuration Manager” settings.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Configuration Manager On  

This function enables the “Configuration Manager” role for the selected TSM server. 

Configuration Manager Off  

This function disables the “Configuration Manager” role for the selected TSM server. 

Change Refresh Interval  

With this function you can set a “Configuration Manager” refresh interval in minutes for 

synchronization between the “Configuration Manager” and managed systems. 
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3.3.5.34. Profiles Overview 

 

This function is arranged below the "Enterprise Configuration" function in the Navigation 

Tree. It lists as an overview all existing Configuration Profiles of a TSM server in form of a 

table . Every column of the table is sortable. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Update Profile  

With this function you can update a profile definition. 

Delete Profile  

With this function you can delete a profile on a Configuration Manager. 

Copy Profile  

With this function you can copy a profile to a new profile (Cloning). 

Lock Profile  

With this function you can set a temporary lock for a profile. 

Unlock Profile  

With this function you can unlock a profile. 

Notify Subscribers  

With this function you can notify all subscribers of a profile. 

 

3.3.5.35. Profiles Objects View 

 

This function is arranged below the "Enterprise Configuration" function in the Navigation 

Tree. It lists all existing Configuration Profiles of a TSM server with their assigned 

configuration objects in form of tables . Every column of the table is sortable. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Update Profile  

With this function you can update a profile definition. 

Delete Profile  

With this function you can delete a profile on a Configuration Manager. 

Copy Profile  

With this function you can copy a profile to a new profile (Cloning). 
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Lock Profile  

With this function you can set a temporary lock for a profile. 

Unlock Profile  

With this function you can unlock a profile. 

Notify Subscribers  

With this function you can notify all subscribers of a profile. 

Add Object  

With this function you can add single configuration objects to a profile, like administrators 

TSM client nodes, etc. 

Delete Profile Object  

With this function you can delete the selected configuration objects. 

 

3.3.5.36. Profiles Subscribers View 

 

This function is arranged below the "Enterprise Configuration" function in the Navigation 

Tree. It lists all existing Configuration Profiles of a TSM server with their assigned subscribers 

in form of tables . Every column of the table is sortable. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Update Profile  

With this function you can update a profile definition. 

Delete Profile  

With this function you can delete a profile on a Configuration Manager. 

Copy Profile  

With this function you can copy a profile to a new profile (Cloning). 

Lock Profile  

With this function you can set a temporary lock for a profile. 

Unlock Profile  

With this function you can unlock a profile. 

Notify Subscribers  

With this function you can notify all subscribers of a profile. 

Add Subscriber to Profile  

With this function you can add a subscribers to a profile. 

Delete Subscriber from Profile  

With this function you can delete a subscriber from of a profile. 
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Delete Subscriber from Configuration Manager  

With this function you can delete a subscriber completely from a “Configuration Manager 

Database”. 

 

3.3.5.37. Licenses 

 

This function is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

TSM license information in form of a table . Every column of the table is sortable. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Audit Licenses  

With this function you can start the "audit license" process on the selected TSM server. The 

result of the process must be queried in the Activity Log of the TSM server (e.g. via "query 

actlog search = license").  

 

Register License  

This function lets you register new TSM licenses.  

 

3.3.5.38. Options 

 

This function is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

TSM option information in form of a table. Every column of the table is sortable. 

You can update the most option values by marking them in the table and calling the 

“Update”-function, which is reachable over the right mouse button menu. 

 

3.3.5.39. Exports 

 

This function is arranged below the "TSM Server" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all 

restartable restore sessions in form of a table. Every column of the table is sortable. 

 

 

 

3.3.5.40. Node Replication 
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Over this menu item and all submenu items you can control and manage the complete the 

“Node Replication”  functionality of TSM. I.e. you will find here functions to set up “Node 

Replication”, to monitor processing records and to start manually replication processing. 

The “Node Replication”-menu shows for all TSM server global settings, which control “Node 

Replication” processing. There are three different topics shown in this view: 

1) Setting of the “Target Replication Server” . This is the default destination TSM server to 

which TSM clients will be replicated. 

2) The sessions availability to the “Target Replication Server” is responsible if node 

replication processing is possible. 

3) The “Source Server Replication Settings” control at a global level if replication is enabled 

or disable or if there are restrictions set up for “Node Replication”. Restrictions can be 

set up by disabling single replication rules for backup, archive or space-managed data. 

Furtheron the parameter “Retention Period for Replication Processing Records” describe 

how long to retain “Node Replication” processing records.  

Further Functions:  

With the button "Update Target Replication Server" you can define a new "Target Replication 

Server" for replication processing. 

With the button "Unset Target Replication Server" you can delete the actual "Target 

Replication Server" setting. 

With the button "Enable or Disable Sessions" it is possible to set up various restrictions for 

the sessions availability to the "Target Replication Server". 

With the button "Enable or Disable Replication" you can enable or disable replication 

processing for the whole TSM server. 

With the button "Update Replication Rule" you can enable or disable replication processing 

for single replication rules. 

    

3.3.5.41. Rules 

 

This function is arranged below the "Node Replication" function in the Navigation Tree. 

Together with the two submenu items “Node Rules“ and „Filespace Rules“ these three menu 

functions control all three levels where you can set up and control “Node Replication” rules. 

The “Rules” menu function lists for all TSM servers the default server replication rules for 

backup, archive and space-managed data. By selecting a rule in the table of a TSM server and 

calling the update function over the right-mouse-button-menu you can change the marked 

rule. 

 

3.3.5.42. Node Rules 
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This function is arranged below the "Rules" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in detail in 

form of a table, which replication rules have been set up at the node level and which 

“Replication State” and “Replication Mode” is valid for a node. Every column of the table is 

sortable. 

A “Replication State” of “None” means that the corresponding TSM client is not available for 

replication processing. To enable a TSM client for replication setting you must set the 

“Replication State” to “Enabled” over the right-mouse-button-menu “Update replication 

state and mode”. Further functions are available over the right-mouse-button-menu, 

described in the following: 

Update replication rule for backup data  

With this function you can change the replication settings for backup data. 

Update replication rule for archive data  

With this function you can change the replication settings for archive data. 

Update replication rule for space-managed data  

With this function you can change the replication settings for space-managed data. 

Update replication state and mode  

With this function you can enable or disable the replication state of the selected TSM clients 

and you can request a synchronisation between a source TSM client and a target TSM client 

for replication. 

Remove node from replication  

With. this function you can reset the replication state of a TSM client to the state “None”, so 

that replication will not be performed for this client. Another result is that you can´t change 

replication settings for a client which has the replication state “None”.  

„Select“ or „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions TSM-clients can be marked. With "select all" all TSM clients 

of the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you 

can enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a 

wildcard for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For 

example if you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a node name, all TSM clients who have a name 

starting with the character "a" will be selected.     

 

3.3.5.43. Filespace  Rules 

 

This function is arranged below the "Rules" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in detail in 

form of a table, which replication rules have been set up at the Filespace level and if 

replication is enabled or disabled for a special data type and if there is a request to delete 

data for a special data type at the target TSM client (State=“Purgedata“).  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 
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Update replication rule for backup data  

With this function you can change the replication settings for backup data  and additionally 

you can define in general if replication for backup data should take place or not. 

Update replication rule for archive data  

With this function you can change the replication settings for archive data  and additionally 

you can define in general if replication for archive data should take place or not. 

Update replication rule for space-managed data  

With this function you can change the replication settings for space-managed data  and 

additionally you can define in general if replication for space-managed data should take place 

or not. 

Delete data from Target Replication Server  

With this function you can request a data deletion process on the Target Replication Server 

for the selected TSM clients and the selected data types. The deletion process will be 

performed during the replication process. 

„Select“ or „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions Filespaces can be marked. With "select all" all Filespaces of 

the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you can 

enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a wildcard 

for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For example if 

you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a node name name, all TSM-Clients who have a name 

starting with the character "a" will be selected.     

 

3.3.5.44. Effective Replication Settings 

 

This function is arranged below the "Rules" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in detail in 

form of a table which replication rules are effective at the “Filespace” point of view. I.e. all 

replication rules of the three levels “TSM Server”, “Node” and “Filespace” are calculated 

together to get the effective replication rule for every “Filespace”. So you will get a perfect 

overview about the effective replication rules, which means, you will know which “Filespace” 

will be replicated during a replication process and with which priority.   

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Validate Replication Settings  

Over this function you can call the „validate replication” function of TSM to check which 

replication rule is effective at the “Filespace” level and to get an information from which level 

(Server, Node or Filespace) the replication rule results. 

 

3.3.5.45. Replication Processing 
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This function is arranged below the "Node Replication" function in the Navigation Tree.  The 

function “Replication Processes” and all submenus are intended to start replication processes 

manually and to monitor, list or analyse running or completed replication processes. 

The “Replication Processes” function lists all TSM clients for which the “Replication State” 

setting is unequal “none”. For these TSM clients a replication process can be started or some 

of the following functions can be called over the right-mouse-button-menu: 

Query Node Details  

This function shows all details of the selected TSM clients. 

Query Replication-Node Details  

With this function you can display details of the replicated TSM clients on the “Target 

Replication Server” like the number of replicated files. 

Start Replication for Node  

With this function you can start a replication process as a background process for the 

selected TSM clients. 

Start Replication for Node (Preview)  

With this function you can start a replication process in the “preview” mode for the selected 

TSM clients. 

Query Replication Process Records for Node  

With this function you can query the state of running replication processes and the end 

result of completed replication processes.  

„Select“ or „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions TSM-clients can be marked. With "select all" all TSM clients 

of the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you 

can enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a 

wildcard for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For 

example if you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a node name, all TSM clients who have a name 

starting with the character "a" will be selected. 

Further functions: 

Schaltfläche “Start Node-Group Replication”  

With this function you can start a background replication process for all TSM clients of a 

“Node Group”. 

Schaltfläche “Start Node-Group Replication (Preview)”  

With this function you can start a replication process for all TSM clients of a “Node Group” in 

the “preview” mode. 
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3.3.5.46. Filespaces View 

 

This function is arranged below the "Replication Processing" function in the Navigation Tree. 

The function “Filespace View” lists all TSM clients for which the “Replication State” setting is 

unequal “none” and there corresponding “Filespaces”. This view is mainly intended to 

manually start replication processes at the “Filespace” level. 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query Filespace Details  

This function shows all details of the selected “Filespaces”. 

Start Replication for Filespace  

With this function you can start a replication process as a background process for the 

selected “Filespaces”. 

Start Replication for Filespace (Preview)  

With this function you can start a replication process in the “preview” mode for the selected 

“Filespaces”. 

„Select“ oder „Select all“  

Over the two "select" functions Filespaces can be marked. With "select all" all “Filespaces” of 

the table will be marked. If you call the "select" function, it opens up a mask, where you can 

enter filter-criteria for each column of the table. You can use the "*" character as a wildcard 

for any number of characters and "?" as a placeholder for a single character. For example if 

you enter the filter-criteria "a *" as a node name, all TSM clients (with their “Filespaces”) 

who have a name starting with the character "a" will be selected. 

 

3.3.5.47. Process Records Overview (and submenus) 

 

This function is arranged below the "Replication Processing" function in the Navigation Tree. 

With these functions you can query the state of running replication processes and list the 

results of completed replication processes.  

 

3.3.5.48. Administrative Automation 

 

This function lists in detail in form of a table, which TSM-Administrative-Schedule-Definitions 

are there on the TSM servers. Every column of the table is sortable.  
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3.3.5.49. Admin Schedule Events 

 

This function is arranged below the "Administrative Automation" function in the Navigation 

Tree. It lists in detail all TSM-Administrative-Schedule-Event-Information in form of a table . 

Every column of the table is sortable.   

This function is only be used to give an overview of all existing events. Further features and a 

calendar-based view of events can be found in the application window "Scheduling", which 

you can call in the main view of the Power-Administrator-Client. 

3.3.5.50. Scripts 

 

This function is arranged below the "Administrative Automation" function in the Navigation 

Tree. It lists in detail all TSM-Server-Scripts in form of a table .  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows the entire content of scripts. 

Run Script  

This function executes a script. Does the script need input parameters, then, according to the 

parameters, input masks will open, where you can enter the required values. 

TestScript  

This feature allows you to test the syntax of a script. I.e. the execution of the script is only 

simulated without changing something at the TSM server. 

Update Script  

This function allows you to edit the contents of a selected script. 

Delete Script  

This function deletes the selected script.  

 

Further Script Functions: 

The Power-Administrator-Client provides new additional functions for TSM server scripts, 

which extend the "normal" functionality of TSM server scripts. These new functions concern 

the way in which script input values for substitution variables are requested from the user. 

Now it´s possible to define with new “Macro Commands” in an easy way a GUI for a TSM-

Server-Script. With this GUI the user can enter parameter values, which will be passed to the 

script for its substitution variables. 

There are four new “Macro Commands”. These commands must be entered in the script 

inside comment lines. Every comment line can contain one “Macro Command”. In the 

following a description of the “Macro Commands”: 
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1) TextBox:  Defines a Text-Input-Field  

  

Syntax:      /* $<X> = TextBox( <Title>; (X-Position, Y-Position, Width of TextBox) ) */  

 

  with <X>= Number of substitution variable in the TSM-Server-Script  

    <Title>=Title of the TextBox  

    X-Position, Y-Position: The position in pixel of the TextBox in the GUI  

    Width of TextBox: The size of the TextBox.  

 

2) ComboBox:  Defines a selection field with predefined items which comes from a TSM-

select-command  

 

Syntax:   
      /* $<X>=ComboBox(<Title>; (X-Position, Y-Position, Width of TextBox); <Column-Name>; <Select-Command> ) */

  

 

 with <X>= Number of substitution variable in the TSM-Server-Script  

    <Title>=Title of the ComboBox  

    X-Position, Y-Position: The position in pixel of the ComboBox in the GUI  

    Width of ComboBox: The size of the ComboBox.  

    <Column-Name>: The Column-Name in the assigned select-command to be 

               analysed. 

    <Select-Command>: The select command, which will be executed at the 

                  desired TSM-Server. The select command should  

                  contain only one output column. The values of this  

                  output column will be presented in the ComboBox as  

                 selectable values.  

 

3) ComboBoxFix:   Defines a selection field with predefined items , given manually.

  

 

Syntax:   
      /* $<X>=ComboBoxFix(<Title>; (X-Position, Y-Position, Width of TextBox); <Item 1>,<Output Value 1> ; <Item 

2>,<Output Value 2> ; …. ) */  

 

 with <X>= Number of substitution variable in the TSM-Server-Script  

    <Title>=Title of the ComboBoxFix  

    X-Position, Y-Position: The position in pixel of the ComboBox in the GUI  

    Width of ComboBox: The size of the ComboBox.  

    < Item <X> >: The display-value <X> for the ComboBoxFix.  

    < Output Value <X> >: The output-value <X> which will be passed to the TSM- 

                   Server-Script, if the corresponding item <X> is  

                  selected from the user in the ComboBoxFix.   

 

4) Window-Properties:  Defines the size of the new Script-GUI and a title to be printed in the 

GUI. 
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Syntax:   
      /* $Window-Properties=(<Window-Height>; <Window-Width>; <Title>; Title-X-Position; Title-Y-Position) */  

 

 with <Window-Height>= Heigth in pixel of the new defined GUI  

    <Window-Width>=Width in pixel of the new defined GUI  

    <Title>=Title of the new defined GUI  

    X-Position, Y-Position: The position in pixel of the title in the GUI  

 

 

Button „Define new Script“: 

This function defines a new TSM server script. 

 

3.3.5.51. TSM Database 

 

This function lists in detail TSM database information in form of a table . Every column of the 

table is sortable.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Backup DB  

With this function you can backup your TSM database. Calling this function, there will open a 

new input mask, where you can enter the following parameters:  

     1) A TSM-Device-Class for the backup destination.  

     2) The type of backup you want to generate.  

Extend DB Space  

With this function you can extend the capacity of the TSM database. Enter new directories of 

filesystems to assign the new available space for the TSM-Database. 

Set DB Backup Device  

With this function you can set the Device Class for automatic Database-Backup of the TSM 

server.   

Delete TSM Database Backups  

This function deletes TSM database backups. After calling the function, there opens a 

window, where you can give in, how old TSM database backups have to be to a minimum, in 

order to be eligible for the deletion process.  

 

3.3.5.52. Database Space 

 

This function lists all directories and filesystems, which are assigned to the TSM-database 

with information about available and used space.  
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3.3.5.53. TSM Recovery-Log 

 

This function lists in detail “TSM Recover Log” information in form of a table .  

 

3.3.5.54. Policy Structure 

 

This feature provides a management interface for the administration of Policy Domains, 

Policy Sets, Management Classes and Copy Groups. The information in this management 

interface will be presented in a new way, with the aim to get the most clear and simple view 

of the Policy Structure. This goal is achieved through different selectable views of the Policy 

Structure, where every view can show certain relationships clearly. 

 
Figure 16: View of the Policy Structure of the TSM servers 

 

In Figure 14, you can see the individual elements of the management interface for the Policy 

Structure. Over the two selection boxes "Show" and "View", you can control which view of 

the Policy Structure will be displayed. With the button "Define Policy Domain", you can 

define a new "Policy Domain" including a "Standard" - "Policy Set" and with the button 

"Define Management Class", you can define a new management class with the associated 

"Backup Copygroup" and "Archives Copygroup". 

In the following now an explanation of the basics of the management interface for Policy 

Sets. 
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Basic working principals of Policy Sets:   

Each Policy Domain in TSM can contain exactly one active Policy Set and other inactive 

"Policy Sets". The active Policy Set contains the entire set of valid rules for the Policy Domain. 

However, it is not possible to edit the active Policy Set directly. To make changes, you need 

an inactive "Policy Set", which can be edited. To transferre the changes to the active Policy 

Set, you have to activate the edited Policy Set.   

The whole process of editing and activating a Policy Set is really simplified a lot in the 

management interface of the “Power Administrator for TSM”.   

Explanation: It is assumed that in most cases in practice beside the active Policy Set only one 

more Policy Set does exist, which is inactive. Because the inactive „Policy Set“ is only needed 

for editing purposes and the valid settings are represented only through the active Policy Set, 

the management interface of the Power-Administrator-Client shows per default settings of 

the active Policy Set. If you want to see also settings of inactive Policy Sets, you have to set 

the selection box “Show” to the option value „Both (Active & Inactive)“. 

 

In general, all functions in the Power-Administrator-Client, which manipulate Policy Settings 

do have two buttons to set the changes at the TSM server. One button, which is called 

„Update“ or „Set without activate“ make changes only to the inactive Policy Set and the 

other button is called “Update and Activate” or “Set and Activate” which applies the changes 

first to the inactive Policy Set and afterwards activates automatically the changed Policy Set. 

 

Remark: To make changes to the active Policy Set, you can select and edit directly the active 

Policy Set in the management interface of the Power-Administrator-Client. I.e. in general, 

you have not to work with inactive Policy Sets. The only exception is, if a Policy Domain 

doesn´t have an active Policy Set, but one or more inactive Policy Sets. In this case you have 

change the option value of the selection box „Show“ to „Both (Active & Inactive)“ to see 

Policy Sets, which you can edit and activate.  

 

In the following a description in detail of the elements of the „Policy Structure” 

management interface:  

The both selection boxes in the upper part of the management interface provide the 

following functions: 

 

a) Selection Box „Show“: 

This selection box provides the both options „Active Policy Set“ und „Both (Active & 

Inactive)“. This options control wether to show only the active Policy Sets or active and 

inactive Policy Sets in the view, which is selected by the selection box “View”. If you select to 

show active and inactive Policy Sets you will receive one more column for the Policy Set 

Names in the presentation table of your Policy Structure.  
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b) Selection Box „View“: 

This selection box gives you four options with the following functionality: 

1) Domain-Mgmt-Class-Relations 

This view gives an overview about the relationship between „Domain“ and Management 

Classes. Especially the following important information are presented:  

    a) the Date, when the current active Policy Set has been activated.   

    b) the default Management Class  

    c) How many TSM clients are there in a special domain.    

 

2) Overview_Mgmt-Classes 

This view gives an overview to the most important settings of the Management Classes.  

 

3) Mgmt-Class-Details 

This view is basically the same as the view “Overview Mgmt-Classes“, but gives more 

detailed information of the Management Classes.  

 

4) Space_Management_Details 

This view presents especially information about “Space Management” settings. 

 

c) A detailed description to the various functions, available in the views:  

If you have selected at least one line in a table of a view, described above, then you can call a 

right-mouse-button-menu with the following functions:  

1) Show_Domain_Details 

This function shows all details to the TSM domain settings.   

 

2) Update_Domain 

With this function you can modifiy TSM domain settings.   

  

3) Delete_Domain 

This function lets you delete a TSM domain. Before the deletion process, you have to 

confirm a  security request.  

 

4) Copy_Domain 

This function lets you copy a complete domain, including all contained Management 

Classes.  

 

5) Show_Mgmt-Class-Details 

This function lists in detail information about Management Class settings. . 

 

6) Show_Backup_Policy_Details 

This function lists in detail information about „Backup Copygroup“ settings.  
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7) Show_Archive_Policy_Details 

This function lists in detail information about „Archive Copygroup“ settings.  

 

8) Update_Mgmt-Class 

With this function  you can edit the settings of a complete “Management Class” with the 

included “Backup Copygroup” and “Archive Copygroup”. If you have selected more than 

one „Management Class“ for editing purposes, you will be asked first in a window, if you 

want to edit and apply the changes simultaneously(„Update all Management Classes in a 

single step“) to all selected Management Classes or if you want edit and update every 

Manage Class in a single step („Step by step update“).   

If you have selected to update all marked Management Classes in a single step, it will be 

presented only one input mask. The settings, which you do in this mask, will be applied 

to all selected Management Classes. The names of the selected Management Classes will 

be shown in field: „Management Classes“.  

 

9) Delete_Mgmt-Class 

This function lets you delete a complete Management Class.  

 

10) Copy_Mgmt-Class 

This function lets you copy a complete Management Class.  

 

11) Assign_as_Default Mgmt-Class  

Over this function you can assign a Management Class as the default Management Class 

to a TSM Policy Domain.  

 

12) Activate_Policy_Set  

This function can be applied only to inactive Policy Sets. It activates the selected Policy 

Set. 

 

3.3.5.55. Storage Pools 

 

This function lists in detail all TSM-Storage Pool-Information in form of a table. Every column 

of the table is sortable. Below this function you will find the following functions in the 

navigation tree: 

 

1) Disk  

     This function lists only information of Storage Pools of device type “Disk”.   

2) Sequential  

     This function lists only information of primary sequential Storage Pools   

3) Active Data  

     This function lists only information of Active Data“-Storage Pools   

4) Copy  

     This function lists only information of „Copy“-Storage Pools. 
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If you have selected at least one line in a “Storage Pool”-table, you can call a right-mouse-

button-menu with the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows all details of the selected Storage Pools. 

Update  

With this function you can change settings of a Storage Pool.   

 

Delete  

This function deletes a Storage Pool. This happens only after you have confirmed a security 

request.  

 

Rename  

This function lets you rename a Storage Pool.   

 

Restore the Storage Pool  

With this function you can recover a destroyed or uncomplete primary Storage Pool. To do 

so, you need Copy Storage Pool media, which contain a double of the destroyed primary 

data.  

 

Backup (Make copy)  

This function starts the „Backup Storage Pool“-Process, which copies new “primary” data to a 

Copy Storage Pool.  

 

Migrate 

This function starts the Migration-process for the selected Storage Pool.  

 

Further Funktions:  

Over the button „Define new Storage Pool“ you can create a new TSM Storage Pool.  

 

3.3.5.56.  Storage  Pool  Statistics 

 

This function is arranged below the "Storage Pools" function in the Navigation Tree. This 

function gives an overview and statistical information about the existing TSM Storage Pools. 

The resulting output of this function is a table. The columns of the output table provide the 

following information:  

Total amount of data (MB):  

Shows the total amount of data, which is available in the Storage Pools.  

Free capacity of used volumes (MB):  

Shows the total amount of free space in a Storage Pool of all used volumes, which are in the 

state „private“.  
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Number of Volumes:   

Shows the number of backup media, which are actually used in the Storage Pool.  

 

Average Size:  

Shows the average size in megabytes of the backup media in the Storage Pool.   

 

Average Filling:  

Shows the average utilization value of the backup media in this Storage Pool.  

Every column of the table is sortable.   

Remark: All available functions, which are related to TSM Storage Pools, are arranged below 

the function „Server Storage“ in the Navigation Tree.  

 

3.3.5.57. Volumes 

 

You will find this function arranged below the following functions in the Navigation Tree: 

“Storage-Pool“, „Disk“, „Sequential“, „Active Data“ und „Copy“. It lists in detail information 

for backup media used in a TSM Storage Pool.   

If you have selected at least one line in a “Volumes”-table you can call a right-mouse-button-

menu with the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows all settings of the selected Storage-Pool-Volumes. Über diese Funktion 

kann man alle Einstellungen zu den selektierten Storage-Pool-Volumes einsehen. 

Update  

With this function you can change settings of a Storage Pool-Volume.  

Delete  

This function deletes a Storage Pool Volume. This happens only after you have confirmed a 

security request.  

 

Vary Online  

With this function you can set a TSM Storage Pool volume, which is not online, to the online 

state. 

Vary Offline  

With this function you can set a TSM Storage Pool volume, which is online, to the offline 

state.  
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3.3.5.58. Libraries 

 

This function lists in detail all “Library”-information in form of a table . Every column of the 

table is sortable.  

 

3.3.5.59. Device Classes 

 

This function is arranged below the "Libraries" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in 

detail all “Device Class”-information in form of a table . Every column of the table is sortable.  

 

3.3.5.60. Drives 

 

This function is arranged below the "Libraries" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists in 

detail all “Drive”-information in form of a table . Every column of the table is sortable.  

 

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Update  

With this function you can change settings of a Drive.   

 

Delete  

This function deletes a drive definition. This happens only after you have confirmed a security 

request.  

 

Button „Define new Drive“:  

This function lets you define a new library drive.  

 

3.3.5.61. Paths 

 

This function is arranged below the "Libraries" function in the Navigation Tree. It lists all Path 

definitions in form of a table . Every column of the table is sortable.  

If you have selected at least one line in a table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

the following functions: 

Query Details  

This function shows all details of the selected Paths. 
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Update  

With this function you can change settings of a Path.  

Delete  

This function deletes a Path. This happens only after you have confirmed a security request.

  

 

Button „Define new Path“:  

This function lets you define a new Path.  

 

3.3.5.62. Disaster Recovery Manager 

 

This function lists all settings of the „Disaster Recovery Managers“ of your selected TSM 

servers in form of a table.   

If you want to change a setting, you have to select the corresponding line in the table and call 

the right-mouse-button-menu, where you find the “Change”-function. 

 

3.3.5.63. Machines 

 

This function is arranged below the "Disaster Recovery Manager" function in the Navigation 

Tree. It lists all “Machine”-definitions in form of a table . Every column of the table is 

sortable.  

 

3.3.6. The „Scheduling“ application window 

 

You can launch the „Scheduling“ application window by clicking the button „Scheduling“ in 

the main application window on the left side. It provides a comfortable usable management 

interface for all functions dealing with TSM schedules and events. 

Prerequisites: If you want to use the functions of the Scheduling application window 

effectively, it is recommended to do the following settings at your TSM servers:  

The „summaryretention“ value and the “eventretention” value have to be set high 

enough. The Power-Administrator-Client needs both values if the user wants to query 

and analyse event information for a special event in the past. Recommended is to set 

the “summaryretention” value at least as high than the “eventretention” value. E.g. if 

you want to see TSM client event information of the last 14 days, then you have to set 

both values (“summaryretention” and “eventretention”) to the value 14. 
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Figure 17: View of the “Scheduling” application window 

 

The management interface consists of the following elements:  

 

Navigation Tree  

Item 1 in Fig. 17 shows the Navigation Tree, where you can call different job management 

views for different TSM servers. The Navigation Tree has the following hierarchical structure:

  

    1) At the top level, directly under the starting point „Job Management Tree“, you will find  

         all your TSM servers arranged. If you select directly a TSM server, statically information  

         about existing client schedules will be shown on the left side in the working area(Item 2  

         in fig. 17).  

    2) In the next level, below every TSM server you will find the three items „Administrative  

         Schedules“ for Administrative Schedule Events, “All Client Schedules” for TSM Client  

         Schedule Events and “Client Schedules Overview” for an overview of all client schedules.  

         If you select one of this items, on the right side in the working area are presented event 

         information to the corresponding schedules in form of a calendar (see item 2 in fig. 17) 

         or for the third menupoint a table with all client schedule definitions.  

    3) Under the item „All Client Schedules“ you will find further „Client Schedule” items,  

          which give you views to Client Schedule Events of TSM nodes, which belong to a special  

          class of operating system  

 

Working area  

Item 2 in fig. 17 shows the working area. Here are presented all results, if you call an item in 

the Navigation Tree.  

How you can see in fig. 17, all schedule event information are presented in form of graphical 

icons in a calendar based view. The signification (event status) of every icon can be seen in 

item 7 at fig. 17  

 Remark:   All events, presented in the calendar based view, are updated in real time!  

 Attention: If there is a schedule, which runs multiple times a day, there will be presented 

                      two icons for every day in the calendar based view. The first icon shows the  
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                      worst event state of the day without the last event and the second icon shows  

                      the last event of the day.    

  

Further functions of the calendar based view:  

if you select one event in the calendar based view with your right mouse button, there opens 

a menu with the following functions available:  

 

1)_Query_Summary_Details 

      This function shows all TSM summary records for the selected event. Remark: TSM  

       summary records are generated at the end of schedule.  

2)_Query_Activity_Log_Details 

      This function queries in an intelligent way (IMA-Function of the Power-Administrator- 

      Client) the TSM Activity Log for messages, belonging to the selected schedule event. By  

      this way you can easily analyse errors of TSM schedule events.    

3)_Query_Schedule/Event_Details 

      This function shows detailed information about the schedule definition and the events  

      generated for this day.  

4) Run Schedule for node now  

      This function starts the selected schedule as a one-time “Clientaction”, so that the  

       schedule for this node with all settings runs directly.  

5)_Copy_Schedule 

      This function copies the selected schedule to a new name.   

6)_Update_Schedule 

      With this function you can change settings of the selected schedule.   

7)_Delete_Schedule 

      This function deletes the Schedule, which belongs to the selected event, completely with  

      all associations This happens only after you have confirmed a security request.  

7)_Query_Node_Details: 

      This function shows a lot of information of the selected node.   

 

Control buttons of the calendar based view  

Under the items 4 and 5 in fig. 17, you will find the control buttons for the time window for 

which events are shown in the calendar based view. You can shift the time window with the 

buttons “+” or “-“ “1 week” for one week in the future or in the past and with the buttons “+” 

or “-“ “4 weeks” four weeks int the future or past.  

Define New Schedule  

This function lets you define a new schedule. With the define schedule window, which opens, 

if you call this function, can you set all definitions for the schedule including the association 

to TSM clients, where schedule should run. 
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3.3.7. The „ Backup Media“ application window 

 

You can launch the „Backup Media“ application window (see fig. 18) by clicking the button 

„Backup Media“ in the main application window on the left side. It provides a comfortable 

usable management interface for all functions dealing with TSM backup media. With this 

management interface you have an optimal overview about backup media and their state. 

Furthermore you can call all important functions from here, which deal with backup media. 

E.g. checkout or checkin of backup media, labeling backup media, … .  

The application window contains the following elements: 

Navigation Tree  

Item 1 in fig. 18 shows the Navigation Tree, where you can call different views with different 

management functions included. The various functions will be discussed in detail in the 

following chapters. The result of every function call will be displayed on the right in the 

working area (see item 2 in fig. 18)  

 
Figure 18: View of the Backup Media window 
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Working area  

Item 2 in fig. 18 shows the working area. Here are presented all results, if you call an item in 

the Navigation Tree. The most results are presented in form of a table. If you have selected at 

least one line in the result table you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with further 

functions, which will be discussed in the following chapter. 

 

Selection box TSM-Server(s)  

This setting determines for which TSM servers the function call in the Navigation Tree should 

be executed. The following options are possible: One single TSM server, a TSM-Server-Group 

and the option value “All”, which means all existing TSM servers, which are available to the 

Power-Administrator-Server.  

Library(s)  

This setting determines for which libraries the function call in the Navigation Tree should 

provide results.  

In the following chapters the various functions of the Navigation Tree will be discussed in 

detail.  

 

3.3.7.1. „Volumes Overview“ function 

 

This function calculates for every library an overview of their backup media, sorted by their 

state in form of a table. Furtheron you can see how many volumes are outside or inside the 

library and how many volumes in total are available.  

If you select one line in a table and if you call the right-mouse-button-menu with the function 

“Show list and manage volumes”, there will open another window called “Show volumes” 

window. This window shows all of your backup media in the corresponding state. From here, 

you can call various further and important functions, which are discussed below in the next 

chapters. 

3.3.7.1.1.  „Show Volumes“ window 

 

With this application window you can manage completely your selected backup media. The 

application window contains the following elements:   

1) Selected Volumes  

In this area you will see all your backup media in form of a table. If you have backup 

media inside and outside your library, you will find two tables with your volumes. The 

first table shows volumes inside your library and the second table shows volumes outside 

your library. The columns of the table(s) is sortable by clicking inside the column header. 

The width of a column is also changeable.  
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If you select volumes in a table, then you can call a right-mouse-button-menu with 

further management functions which you can apply to the selected volumes.   

If you are executing a function, all messages of this function will be displayed in the „TSM 

Console“ of the „Show volumes“ application window in real time.   

The Right-Mouse-Button-menu contains the following functions:  

Checkout to bulk (without state change)  

This function checks out all selected Backup Media to the Entry/Exit-port of the Library. 

The access state of the volumes will not be changed. This function is only valid for 

backup media inside a library. 

Checkout to bulk (Change state)  

This function checks out all selected Backup Media to the Entry/Exit-port of the Library. 

The access state of the volumes will be changed to the „Change State“-value, which is 

defined at the “Checkout settings” (see fig. 19). This function is only available for backup 

media inside a library! 

Checkin from bulk (without state change)  

This function checks in all selected Backup Media. I.e. the media will be checked into the 

physical library and also to the TSM-library-inventory. At the beginning of the checkin 

process, the media hast o be in the Entry/Exit-port of the Library. The access state of the 

volumes will not be changed. This function is only available for backup media outside a 

library! 

Checkin from bulk (Change state)  

This function checks in all selected Backup Media. I.e. the media will be checked into the 

physical library and also to the TSM-library-inventory. At the beginning of the checkin 

process, the media hast o be in the Entry/Exit-port of the Library. The access state of the 

volumes will be changed to the „Change State“-value, which is defined at the “Checkin 

settings” (see fig. 19). This function is only available for backup media outside a library! 

Checkout, let inside (without state change)  

This function checks out all selected Backup Media in a logical way. This means, the 

volumes will be deleted from the TSM library inventory without checking them out 

physically from the library. The access state of the volumes will not be changed. This 

function is only valid for backup media inside a library. 

Update Volume  

With this function you can change the access state and the location option value of the 

selected volumes.  

Update libvolume  

This function lets you change the following property values of a library volume:  

         1) Private/Scratch state  

         2) Owner property 
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Audit Volume  

This function starts the “Audit” process for the selected volumes.  

Move Data  

This function starts the „Move Data“ process for the selected volumes. I.e. the valid data 

of the selected volumes will be copied to another volume.  

Delete Volume  

This function deletes a volume. 

Query Details  

This function shows all details of the selected backup media. 

 
Figure 19: View of the "Show Volumes" application window 

 

Node Volume Usage  

This function shows all TSM Client Nodes, which have data contained on the selected 

volumes. 

2) TSM Console (only Volumes Messages)  

The „TSM Console“ in fig. 19 is a message console, which shows TSM server messages in 

real time, which are related to the actually executed function in the „Show Volumes“ 

application window. Therefor you have every time the actual state of your running 

process.  

3) Checkin Settings  

Here you can see the actual valid presettings for „Checkin“ function calls.  
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4) Checkout Settings  

Here you can see the actual valid presettings for „Checkout“ function calls. 

5) Label Library Volumes Settings  

Here you can see the actual valid presettings for „Label Library Volume“ function calls.  

6) Selected Volumes Information  

This function lists further information to all the volumes shown in the “Show Volumes” 

application window.  

7) „Change Settings“ button  

This button calls the „Change Settings“ window, where you can change your personal 

presettings for volume management functions. The settings are saved locally to your 

computer in the file “tape.ini”. 

8) Checkin Scratch from bulk  

This function checks in “Scratch” volumes. I.e. the volumes will be checked into the 

physical library and also to the TSM-library-inventory. At the beginning of the checkin 

process, the volumes have to be in the Entry/Exit-port of the Library.  

9) Checkin Scratch from library  

This function checks in “Scratch” volumes, which are located already in the library. I.e. 

the volumes will be checked into the TSM-library-inventory.  

10) Checkin Private from bulk  

This function checks in “Private” volumes. I.e. the volumes will be checked into the 

physical library and also to the TSM-library-inventory. At the beginning of the checkin 

process, the volumes have to be in the Entry/Exit-port of the Library. 

11) Checkin Private from library  

This function checks in “Private” volumes, which are located already in the library. I.e. 

the volumes will be checked into the TSM-library-inventory.  

12) Label libvolume  

This function starts the „Label Library Volume“ process for the volumes, which are in the  

Entry/Exit-port of the Library. There are presettings used for this process, which are 

shown in the field „Label Library Volumes Settings“.  

13) Audit Library  

This function starts the „Audit“-process for the actual library.  

14) Cancel Process  

This function cancels the actual running process in the “Show Volumes” window.  

 

3.3.7.2. Node Volume Usage 

 

This function generates an overview in form of a table about which TSM client nodes have 

data on witch backup media. Every column of the table is sortable.  

3.3.7.3. Volume History 

 

This function lists the complete „Volume History“ of the selected TSM server in form of a 

table. Every column of the table is sortable. 
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3.3.7.4. DRM Media 

 

This function provides a complete management interface for the „Vaulting“ of DRM-media.  

A special high light is the feature for setting the „Onsite Retrieve“-state. If you set this state 

for a volume, which is outside the library, the volume will become a “Scratch” volume and 

TSM will delete it from his inventory. Now you have no possibility in TSM to see the volume 

any more. If you set the state “Onsite Retrieve” by the management interface of the Power-

Administrator-Client, you won´t have this problem, because the Power-Administrator-Client 

save the volume labels. These volumes can be seen under the menu item „Changed to 

Scratch” in the Navigation Tree. 

 

If you call the function „DRM Media“ you will get an overview in form of a table of all existing 

DRM states, their meaning and an information how many volumes are in a special state. By 

clicking the right-mouse-button-menu on a selected DRM state you will get a menu with the 

function „Show list and manage volumes“. Calling this function will open the „Show 

Volumes“ application window which provides a lot of management functions for DRM media. 

 

3.3.7.4.1.  „Show Volumes“ application window for DRM media 

 

This application window gives you a complete management interface for DRM media. The 

application window consists of the following elements:  

1) Selected Volumes  

Here you can see all DRM media in form of a table. Every column of the table is sortable. 

  

If you want to call a management function for a desired media, select the appropriate 

media, call the right-mouse-button-menu and select the appropriate function you need. 

If there is running a selected function, all messages generated from the function will be 

posted directly (in real time) to the TSM console shown in the lower part of the „Show 

Volumes“ window. 

The right-mouse-button-menu offers the following functions:  

Change to „Not Mountable“  

This function is only available for DRM media, which are in the „Mountable“ state. It sets 

the state of the selected volumes to „Not Mountable“ and checks the volumes out to 

the Entry/Exit-Port of the Library, if the library supports this feature.  

Change to „Courier“  

This function is only available for DRM media, which are in the state „Mountable“ or 

„Not Mountable“. It sets the state of the selected volumes to „Courier“ and checks the 

volumes out to the Entry/Exit-Port of the Library, if the library supports this feature. 

Change to „Vault“  

This function is only available for DRM media, which are in the state „Mountable“, „Not 

Mountable“ or “Courier”. It sets the state of the selected volumes to „Vault“ and checks 

the volumes out to the Entry/Exit-Port of the Library, if possible.  
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Change to „Courier Retrieve“  

This function is only available for DRM media, which are in the state „Vault Retrieve“. It 

sets the state of the selected volumes to „Courier Retrieve“.  

Change to „Onsite Retrieve“  

This function is only available for DRM media, which are in the state „Vault Retrieve“ or 

“Courier Retrieve”. It sets the state of the selected volumes to „Onsite Retrieve“, which 

means that the volume state changes from “Private” to “Scratch”.  

 

3.3.7.5. Overflow Location Media 

 

This function shows all media, which are treated as „Overflow“ media by TSM. I.e. all media, 

which have been moved by the “move media” command.  

 

3.3.8. The „Reports“ application window 

 

Over the Reports application window, you can call predefined reports and statistics. In the 

report definitions is noted for which TSM servers the report should be generated.  

On the left side of the application window (see fig. 20) you will find the Navigation Tree, 

which provides all available reports. By clicking on an report item you will start generating 

the report. The result will be displayed on the right side.  

If the report contains one or more statistics, the Power Administrator GUI will ask you during 

the generation of the report, if you want to limit or select the values, which are used to 

calculate the statistics. If you confirm this question with yes, you will be asked for every 

statistic how to limit the output values.  

The resulting report is written in a HTML-file. You can display the report also with a normal 

web browser.  

If you want to change report definitions, you can do this by calling the menu “Statistics->Edit 

Report Definitions“ in the main application window. Here you can define also completly new 

reports.  

Call and display automatically generated reports 

Automatically generated reports are stored in a special directory on the "Power 

Administrator Server". A message that a report was generated will be displayed in the "TSM 

Console Message Manager" to inform a user accordingly.  

You can access and display the reports that were created by the "Power Administrator 

Server" also in the "Power Administrator GUI" in the "Reports / Statistics" application 

windows. To do this, click on the button "Load". It will open a window which displays all 

available reports. You can select the reports from which you want to load the history of all 

generated report instances. 
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Figure 20: View of the Reports/Statistics application window 

  

 

3.3.9. The „Command Line“ application window 

 

This application window provides a complete command line with history function, filter 

functions, side navigation, TSM SQL-builder and and a call macro function. It consists of the 

following elements (see fig. 21):  

„Server Command“ input field  

Here you can enter the TSM command, which you want to execute. The command will be 

executed at the TSM server(s), which are selected in the field „ Selected TSM Server for 

command execution “. Every executed command is added to the History on the right side. If 

you want to take over a command from the history to the Command Line, simply click the 

command.  

Another possibility is to browse with the buttons „Cursor up“ and „Cursor down“ through the 

last entered commands.  

If you start executing a command you will see the message „TSM-Command is running…“ on 

the right side in the field „Control running TSM-Command“. If the command has ended the 

message changes to „No running command“. 

Command History  

This field shows the last entered commands chronologically. Over the right-mouse-button-

menu „Copy“ you can copy the selected command to the windows clip board.  
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Selected TSM Server for command execution  

Here you can select on which TSM server(s) an entered TSM command should run. You have 

the possibility to select a single or some TSM server(s), a TSM Server Group or all TSM 

servers. Remark: TSM Server Groups are only available, if you have defined them on at least 

one TSM server.  

Field „Control running TSM-Command“  

Here you find a state indicator, if a TSM command is running or not and the „Stop”-button, 

which can use to stop a running command. 

Field „Result Page“  

Here you find the two buttons „Previous page“ and „Next page“ . With this buttons you can 

browse through the result pages of the last executed commands and filter actions.  

The buttons „Submit“, „Clear“ and „Table Format/List Format“  

The three buttons are located beside the „Server Command“ field. They provide the 

following functions:   

  - Submit: This button starts executing the entered TSM command .  

  - Clear: This button clears the „Server Command“-field.  

  - Table Format/List Format: This button controls how information, which are the result of an  

                            executed TSM command, are formatted. If you click the button the text of the  

                            button switches between „List Format“ and „Table Format”. In general the  

                            „Table Format“ setting produces an output in form of a table and the  

                            „List Format“ setting produces an output in form of a list. 

The buttons „Submit“, „Deactivate“ and „Copy All to Clipboard“  

The three buttons are located beside the „Optional Filter“ field. They provide the following 

functions:  

  - Submit: This button applies the actual filter setting to the actual text in the result field. You  

                     have the possibility to apply step for step different filter settings to a result test,  

                    to limit the result text more and more.  

  - Deactivate: This button deactivates all applied filter settings to a result text. I.e. you will  

                     see the original result text after clicking this button.  

  - Copy All to Clipboard: This button lets you copy the whole content of the result field to the  

                     windows clip board.   

 

Thesaurus Filter  

Here are three input fields, where you can enter filter settings. These filter settings work like 

simple text filter. You can combine the three filter fields over the bool operators „and“ or 

„or“ and furtheron you can negotiate a filter by writing the text “NOT! ” in front of the filter 

text (Attention: After the “NOT!” text has to follow at least one blank!!). 

The 'Query Actlog'-Optimizer is used to filter the result of 'query actlog'-commands. If a user 

executes a 'query actlog'-command in the command line (display mode=wide) and one of the 

options of the 'Query Aclog' Optimizer is enabled, the result of the 'query actlog'-command 

will directly be filtered before it is displayed. 
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The buttons „actlog 1min.“, „actlog 5min.“, “actlog 30 min.”  and „actlog today“  

These buttons give you a fast access to the last minutes of the TSM Activity Log. The Button 

“actlog today” shows you the Activity Log of the actual day starting at 00:00 am.  

The button „Query Actlog“  

This button opens a window, where you can enter comfortably all options for an “Activity 

Log” query and execute it afterwards.  

The button „Call macro“  

With this button you can easily execute a TSM macro. The file which contains the TSM macro 

must exist on your local Disk. If you click the button there will open a file explorer menu, 

where you can choose the TSM macro.  

The button „Generate SQL“  

With this button you can easily generate a TSM-SQL-Template-command which will be 

written in the “Server Command” field. If you want, you can modify the Template-command 

in the “Server Command” field. With the “Submit” button you can execute the SQL query.

  

To generate the SQL-Template-command, you have first to select the desired table name in 

the field right to the “Generate SQL” button. Afterwards click at the “Generate SQL” button. 

There will open a window which shows you all available column names of the selected table. 

Choose the desired columns and confirm your selection with the “Set” button. As a result the 

appropriate SQL-command will be generated and written to the “Server Command” field. 

Abbildung 21: View of the Command-Line application window 
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3.3.10. The „Further Console“ application window 

 

This application window works similar to the “TSM Console Message Manager” in the main 

application window (see chapter 3.3.2). It shows TSM server messages in real time and it can 

filter messages or it can change the error class by your own rules. 

The difference to the “TSM Console Message Manager” is that the "Further Console" 

application window can be called several times and each instance of the "Further Console" 

application window can be operated with other filter settings. A second difference is that it 

won´t receive and display status messages from the Power-Administrator-Server. 

Furthermore, this application window is entirely independent of the settings of the “TSM 

Console Message Manager”.  

Remark: There will be only messages displayed in the “Further Console” application window 

which have been generated at the TSM servers after the "Further Console" application 

window has been started. 

The „Further Console“ application window consists of the following elements with the 

following functions:  

Filter Settings:  

In the filter area (see item 1 in fig. 22) you can select different filter settings. There are the 

following buttons and fields:   

 

Button „Server name(s) visible“:  

The text of this button switches at each click from "Yes" to "No" and vice versa. It indicates 

whether the TSM server name, from which the message originates, should be displayed in 

front of any message or not. 

Button „Errors“:  

The text of this button switches at each click from "Yes" to "No" and vice versa. It indicates 

whether messages with the classification “Error” should be displayed or not. 

Button „Warnings“:  

The text of this button switches at each click from "Yes" to "No" and vice versa. It indicates 

whether messages with the classification “Warning” should be displayed or not. 

„Infos“-Schaltfläche:  

The text of this button switches at each click from "Yes" to "No" and vice versa. It indicates 

whether messages with the classification “Info” should be displayed or not. 

„Mounts“-Schaltfläche:  

The text of this button switches at each click from "Yes" to "No" and vice versa. It indicates 

whether messages, which are related to volume mounts should be displayed or not. 
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Button „Date“:  

The text of this button switches at each click from "Yes" to "No" and vice versa. It indicates 

whether the Date/Time information should be displayed for every message. 

Select field „Server consoles to show“:  

Here you can set for which TSM servers messages should be displayed. 

Field „Additional Filter“:  

Here you can enter a text filter. This filter is executed if you hit the <enter>- button.  

Select field „Selected filter list“:  

Here you can select a predefined filter list. In the moment in which a filter list is selected, all 

messages of the “Further Console” window will be filtered again.  

Each Filter List is saved in a file locally on the hard disk in the directory "Filter Lists" under the 

installation directory of the Power-Administrator-Client. Accordingly, in this selection field 

"Selected filters list” all filenames of the existing Filter Lists will be displayed. The way how 

this Filter Lists work is similar to the way how the “TSM Console Message Manager” works. 

To edit, create or delete a Filter List you can use the buttons “Edit”, “New” (see Figure 20) or 

“Delete”.  

Button „New“:  

Over this button you can create a new Filter List. The new Filter List can be a clone of an 

existing one or it will be a complete, new and empty Filter List.   

If you click the button "New", it opens a window with the two input fields "New filter list 

name" and "Actual filter list name”.   

If you want to create a new, empty Filter List, put the new name for the Filter List in the field 

“New filter list name” and click the button “Generate”. 

If you want to clone an existing Filter List, so choose in the field "Actual filter list name" the 

original Filter List, which you want to “copy” and enter the new Filter List name for the 

“Clone” in the field “New filter list name”. Then you can start the "clone" operation with the 

button "Clone filter list".   

More details for editing the filter settings are described in the following:  

Button „Edit“:  

With this button you can edit the Filter List, which is selected in the field "Selected filters 

list". After clicking the button there opens an editing window, which is the same as described 

in chapter 3.3.2.2. For details, please see chapter 3.3.2.2. 
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Figure 22: View of the "Further Console" application window 

 

Button „Delete“:  

With this button you can delete the Filter List, which is selected in the field „Selected filter 

list“.  

 

3.3.11. Usage of the „Data Warehouse“ function 

 

It is possible for the Power-Administrator-Server to query and collect data from TSM servers 

on a regular basis. This is done through so-called "data warehouse" select statements, which 

are saved at the Power-Administrator-Server and which are excuted regularly at the TSM 

servers. The collected data are stored in simple text files in the directory "Select_Reports" 

under the installation directory of the Power-Administrator-Server. These data can be used 

for generating reports and statistics. 

  

To view or edit the definition of "Data Warehouse" Select statements, you have to call the 

menu bar item "Edit Data Warehouse Selects" in the main application window. It opens a 

window like you can see in Figure 21. The individual elements have the following function: 

Display area of the „Data Warehouse Selects“:  

In the middle of the window in Figure 21 is the display area, where you can see all existing 

„Data Warehouse Select“ statements in form of a table. The first column of the table 

contains the name of each "Data Warehouse Select" statement. This name is used on the one 

hand as a kind of virtual table name. The reporting module of the Power-Administrator-

Server/Client needs this virtual table name for select statements. On the other hand this 

name is used as a part of the file name under which the data of the " Data Warehouse Select 

" statement are stored on disk. 

In the last column of the table, there is the frequency indicated with which the "Data 

Warehouse Select" statements are executed at the TSM servers.   

If you mark a row in the table, you can call the right-mouse-button-menu with the “Edit” 

function for the selected „Data Warehouse Select“ statement.  
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Button „Edit“:  

If you mark a row in the table, you can call the „Edit“ function for the selected „Data 

Warehouse Select“ definition by clicking the button “Edit”. Details about how to edit a „Data 

Warehouse Select“ definition can be found at the description for the button „New“. 

 

 
Figure 23: View of the "Edit Data Warehouse Selects" application window 

  

Button „Delete“:  

If you mark a row in the table, you can call the „Delete“ function for the selected „Data 

Warehouse Select“ definition by clicking the button “Delete”.  

Button „Save“:  

With this button you can save your changes and close the “Data Warehouse Select“ window. 

Button „Close“:  

With this button you can close the “Data Warehouse Select“ window without saving your 

changes. 

Button „New“:  

With this button you can create a new „Data Warehouse Select“ definition. If you click the 

button “New” there will open a window like the one in fig.24. individual elements have the 

following function: 
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Figure 24: View of the "Define a new Data Warehouse Select" application window 

  

Field „Name of Data Select (Virtual Table Name)“:  

Here you define a name for the „Data Warehouse Select“ definition. This name is used on the 

one hand as a kind of virtual table name. The reporting module of the Power-Administrator-

Server/Client needs this virtual table name for select statements. On the other hand this 

name is used as a part of the file name under which the data of the " Data Warehouse Select 

" statement are stored on disk. 

Field „Description“:  

This is only an informational field. The description is only shown in the window of fig. 23.  

Field „Select Statement“:  

In this field you have to enter the "Data Warehouse Select” statement. This statement is a 

SQL-query and must be in a form that a TSM server can process it and on the other hand, it 

has to have a special syntax, so that it can be processed correctly by the Power-

Administrator-Server. This special syntax is then fulfilled if the column names in the select 
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statement have a name in the form of "COL <X>, where <X> is a decimal number starting with 

0. I.e. the first column receives the name "COL0", the second is called "COL1", ... . 

In this column numbering refer later the select queries of the Power-Administrator-Server 

reporting modul.  

Section „Run Parameter for the Select Statement“:  

In the selection box „Run on the following TSM Servers” you define at which TSM servers the 

„Data Warehouse Select“ should run. The field „Maximum number of result lines for the 

history data file” defines how many result records should be retained at the Power-

Administrator-Server. I.e. the oldest records will be deleted if you will exceed the maximum 

number of result lines with a new query. 

Section „Calculate Performance Data“:  

Over the selection button „Enable” you can enable the calculation of performance data for 

selected columns out of your „Data Warehouse Select“-command. I.e. for all columns, 

indicated in the field “Calculate performance for columns” performance data will be regularly 

calculated and saved in an own virtual table. The calculation of performance data will be 

done with the following expression: 

<New column value> - <anterior column value> / <time difference of column values (seconds)>  

To define the columns, for which to calculate the performance data, click the button “Select 

Performance Columns”. 

Note: Performance-Data-tables can be used in the reporting-area of the “Power 

Administrator for TSM”. 

Section „Start Time and Run Period“:  

Here you define, when to execute the „Data Warehouse Select“ statement the first time 

(Fields „Start Time“ and „Start Date“) and how often to execute it (Period field).  

 

3.3.12. Create or customize reports 

 

All reports, which are available in the "Reports / Statistics” application window or which are 

executed automatically on a regular basis by the Power-Administrator-Server are stored on 

the Power-Administrator-Server.  

A report definition consists of a set of instructions, which are processed sequentially. There 

are two types of reports, which can be defined. An "URL"-report is a simple definition of an 

external URL-Address which is used inside the Power-Administrator to present information 

generated by an external tool. The second type is the "Report-Script"-type which is used to 

generate a report out of data available from one or more TSM server instances. The script-

type is a highly customizable report-type, which consists out of self-defined report-script-

commands. There are the following four types of report-script-commands available, which 

can be used in any order: 
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Description of the four kinds of report-script-commands: 

I. "Fixed Text Command": Output of a self defined fixed text in the report. You can use 

this instruction to add descriptions to the report.  

II. "TSM Command with text output": Execution of a TSM command or a TSM-Select-

command and output of the result in form of text or a HTML-table.  

III. "Select command to generate a graph": Execution of a TSM-select-command or a 

select-command for a Power-Administrator-„Data Warehouse“-table and output of 

the result in form of a graph. 

IV. "Parameter Group": This is a collection of different kinds of TSM-parameter-values, 

which are presented in the report in form of a single table. Every row in the table 

contains one parameter-value, a description-text to the parameter and maybe an 

error-advice-text or a warning-advice-text. Additionally, if a self-defined error-

condition or warning-condition is reached, the appropriate row will be colored red or 

orange.  

 

 

3.3.1.2.1. Work on report definitions  

 

To work on report definitions call the menu „Statistics�Edit Report Definitions“ from the 

main application window. It opens a window like in fig. 25. The individual elements have the 

following function: 

Section „Define a new Report“:  

This section is used to create an entirely new report. To start a new definition, you have to 

enter the name of the new report name in the field "Report name", to enter the "Tree Node 

List" (see below) in the field below and to define, which kind of report type to use for the 

new report. Attention: The name of the new report may not be identical to an existing report 

name. 

The field "Comma separated list of tree nodes” serves to define the location in the 

Navigation Tree of the "Reports / Statistics" application window, where the report should 

appear later on. This means the point in the navigation tree, where you can call the report 

(see chapter 3.3.8).   

By using a comma separated list of words, where every word represents an item in the 

Navigation Tree, you can define the whole tree branch. At the end of the branch, the name of 

the report will be added. 

Description of Report-Types: 

1. An "URL"-report defines a report with a fixed URL address. This function is used to 

include externally generated web pages in the "Reports / Statistics" function of the 

Power-Administrator-Client. 
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2. A "Script"-report consists out of several self-defined report-script-commands, which 

will be processed sequentially to generate a complete report. There are different 

kinds of report-script-commands to generate different kinds of output in a report.   

After completing the form you can start the definition process by clicking the button "Start 

defining report". (see Chapter " Editing the contents of a script-driven reports") 

Section „Edit or delete a Report“:  

This section is used to select a report, whose contents you wish to edit or which you would 

like to delete completely. 

 
Figure 25: View of the "Edit, Define or Delete Reports" window. 

  

  

 

3.3.1.2.2. Editing the contents of a script-driven reports 

  

In Figure 26 you see the window, which is used to edit report definitions of a script-driven 

report. It opens, if you create a new report or edit an existing one. The window consists out 

of five tabs where you can enter all definitions for the report.   

The tabs have the following function: 

"Report Properties"-tab:  

This tab contains a collection of general parameter:  
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Report-Name: 

In this field, the actual "Report Name" is presented. Attention: If you change the report name 

in this field and you save it afterwards, the report will be saved under the new name, but 

without deleting the "old" report under the old report name.  

Report-Tree-Nodes: 

This field defines a tree branch in the Navigation Tree of the "Reports / Statistics" application 

window by using a comma separated list of "tree"-items. Every item defines a part on the 

self-defined branch. At the end of the branch, the name of the report is added. 

TSM Servers where the Report should run on:  

This field defines for which TSM server(s), the report should be generated. The entry "All TSM 

server" means that the report should be created for all TSM servers. 

Selection "Report results separated by TSM server":   

The button "Report results separated by TSM server" means that all report script instruction 

for this report were processed, first for the first TSM server, then for the second TSM server, 

a.s.o.., and the results will be written to the report in the same order.   

Selection "Report results of the same type mixed from every TSM server":   

The button "Report results of the same type mixed from every TSM server" means that each 

individual reports script instruction is first processed on the first TSM server, then on the 

second TSM server, and so on. The results are written to the report before processing the 

next report instruction. 

 
Figure 26: View of the edit window for report script commands 
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User can select TSM server for report generation:   

This option is only important, if the report is generated manually in the "Reports / Statistics" 

application window. Define here, if the user should be asked for the TSM server for which the 

report should be generated, before starting the generation process.   

 

"Report Commands"-tab:  

In this section you can add, delete or edit the existing report script commands, which will 

generate the content of the report. The order in which the report script commands are listed 

in the table (see figure 27) is also the order in which they are processed during the report 

generation. The following functions are available in this area:  

Button "Add Script Command": This function lets you insert a new report script command at 

the end of the list of script commands. When calling this function, it will open a new 

application window, where you can edit or create a new script statement. More details see 

below, chapter3.3.1.2.3 „Edit a Report-Script-command“. 

 
Figure 27: View of the "Report Commands"-tab 

 

 

Button "Edit Script Command": With this function you can edit the marked report script 

instruction. When calling this function, it will open a new application window, where you can 

edit the marked script instruction. More details see below, chapter3.3.1.2.3 „Edit a Report-
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Script-command“. 

Button "Delete Script Command": With this function you can delete the marked report script 

command.  

Button "move up": With this function, you can move the marked script instruction one 

position up in the table of instructions. I.e. the processing order for the report instructions 

has changed.   

Button "move down": With this function, you can move the marked script instruction one 

position down in the table of instructions. I.e. the processing order for the report instructions 

has changed.   

 

 „Schedule Information“-tab:  

In this section you can enter a "Schedule" definition for the report. I.e. the report will be 

processed automatically at regular intervals on the Power Administrator Server and will be 

stored on the Power-Administrator-Server. Note: You can configure the Power-

Administrator-Server in that way that it forwards automatically generated reports via email. 

See chapter 2.4.2.4 "Email Configuration Information".  

 

To create a Schedule, select "Enable automatic report generation". Afterwards, you have to 

define an initial start date in the field "Start Date" when the schedule becomes valid. Enter a 

start time in the field "Start Time" to define when the Schedule should run on a regular basis. 

Afterwards define the frequency, how often the Schedule should run. Optionally you can 

define an Email-address if you want that the generated report should be forwarded. If you 

leave this field empty, than forwarding depends, if you defined a default-email-address for 

reporting on the Power-Administrator-Server. 

Report-Retention-Time 

Every report that is generated automatically on the Power-Administrator-Server is stored in a 

special directory (see chapter 2.4.2.6 “Further Configuration Settings”). If no "Retention 

Time" is defined for a report, a report will remain in the directory until it is manually deleted. 

Over the "retention time", a maximum retention period can be defined. If this retention 

period is exceeded, then the report will be automatically deleted from the Power-

Adinistrator-Server. 
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Figure 28: View of the "Schedule Information" section 

 

„Background / Logo“-tab:  

In this section you can enter design options for the background of your report. Over the 

button "Load new image" it is possible to define a logo which should appear on the report. 

Over the field "Repeat Image" it is possible to control if the logo should appear only once on 

the report or if the logo should be repeated. Furtheron you can define a background color for 

the report in the "Select background color"-section.  
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Figure 29: View of the report section "Background / Logo" 

 

„User Parameter“-tab:  

In this section it is possible to define "User Parameter" for the report (see figure 30). These 

parameter will be passed to the report during generation time. Every "User Parameter" has a 

name, which will be used like an environment variable inside a report script. E.g.. a "User 

Parameter" called "My_Parameter" can be used inside a report-script-command over the 

text-tag "$My_Parameter".   

When a user starts the report generation in the "Reports / Statistics" application window he 

will get a form, where the available "User Parameter" are presented together with input 

fields. The user can enter the appropriate values and these values will be forwarded to the 

report-script-engine.  

Every "User Parameter" consists of the following items: 

1. Parameter Name: The name defined here can be used in report-script-commands like 

an environment-variable in a shell-script. I.e. the parameter can be used in a TSM-

command or a TSM-select-command by using the following syntax: $Parameter-Name 

. One example for a TSM-select-command using the parameter with the name 

"My_Node":          select * from nodes where node_name='$My_Node' 

2. Query text for the parameter presented to the user: This is the title printed in the 

form for the parameter. So the user knows what the parameter stands for. 

3. Parameter type: The are three "Parameter types" at the moment with the following 

functionality: 

a)  The "Text" parameter type shows a simple text field in the parameter form to the 

user. The user can enter text in this field, which will be used as the parameter value. 
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b) The "Selection 1 (Fixed Values)" parameter shows a selection field with fixed values 

for the selection. The selection-values must be defined under point 4 in the next item 

(see below).  

c) The "Selection 2 (select command)" parameter shows a selection field with selection 

values, which will be calculated by a TSM-select-command during presentation of the 

input form for the user-parameters. The TSM-select-command must be defined under 

point 4 in the next item (see below).  

4. This item is only used for parameter-types of type "Selection 1 (Fixed Values)" or 

"Selection 2 (select command)" (see above for explanation of usage).  

 

 
Figure 30: View of "User Parameter" section 

 

3.3.1.2.3. Add or Edit a Report-Script-Command: 

 

There are four different types of report script commands, which will be explained later on.  

If you start by adding a new report-script-command you will first see a selection window, 

where you have to select the type of script-command to be used for the new report-script-

command. Afterwards the editing-window for the special script-command-type opens. If you 

start editing an existing report script command you will directly see the appropriate editing-

window for the special script-command-type.   

In Figures 31 - 34 you can see the editing-windows for the different types of report-script-

commands. If you have done all the settings for your report-script-command, you can save it 

with the button "Set".   

The four types of report-script-commands are explained in detail in the following:  
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Fixed Text Command 

This script-command is used to do a fixed text output in the report. There are various 

possibilities to format the output, including to draw a frame around the text or to put an 

image in the background. In Figure 31 you see the edit window for a "Fixed Text Command" 

with all possible options. In the following an explanation of the various options: 

1. The section "Text Attributes" defines various text attributes, a possible background color 

of the text and defines distance values to a frame, independently if the frame is visible 

or not. 

2. The section "Frame Attributes / Background Image" has the following options:  

- Show Frame: Decides, if the frame around the text is visible or not  

- Frame Border Left: Defines the distance from the frame to the left border of the report 

 page. 

- Frame width: Defines the width of the frame in pixels  

- Show image in the background: Defines, if an image should be displayed in the  

 background of the text. The image will have the size of the frame around the text. 

- Over the button "Load Image" the image must be loaded, which should appear in the 

  report. The image will be saved locally on the Power-Administrator-GUI and also on the  

 Power-Administrator-Server.  

 
Figure 31: View of edit window for a report fixed text command 
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3. In the field "Fixed Text Output" you can enter your text for the report output. The text 

can contain substitution variables or "User Parameter", which will be replaced by the 

actual value during the report generation. The following two substitution variables are 

available: 

    $TSMSERVER = the actual TSM server in the report  

    $DATE   = the actual Date / Time 

 

TSM Command with Text Output 

This script-command is used to execute a TSM command or a TSM select command. The 

output of the command will be displayed in form of text in the report or in form of a table. 

The table can be in form of an ASCII-text-table or in form of a HTML-table. Figure 32 shows 

the editing window of the “TSM Command with Text Output".  

In the following an explanation of the various options for the definition for this kind of 

report-script-command:  

 
Figure 32: View of the edit window for a "TSM command with Text Output". 

  

Text Attributes:  This section contains some text attributes for the text output. Furtheron it 

is possible to set a distance value from the text to the left border of the 
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report page in the field "Left Border Distance". The field "Table Width" 

defines the width of a graphics table. This field is only available and valid if 

the setting in the section "Type of view" is set to "Graphics Table View".  

TSM-Command: Define in this field the TSM-command, which should generate the output 

data for the report. It is possible to use a normal TSM-command like a 

"query"-command or a TSM-select-command or a select-command, which 

queries a „virtual” table („V$”-table) of the Power-Administrator-Server. To 

get a correct select-command you can use the two wizards "Wizard for Data 

Warehouse Query" or "Wizard for TSM select command".   

„V$“-tables are representing "Data warehouse" data in form of a table. 

These tables were generated by frequently done inquiries at the TSM 

servers available. For more information, how to query a „v$”-table, see the 

next chapter 3.3.1.2.4.   

Type of view:  This option defines the form in which the output data should appear in the 

report. "Text Table View" means that the output data will be presented in 

form of a an ASCII-table. “List View“ means that the data in will be 

presented in form of a list. "Graphics Table View" means that the output 

data will be presented in form of a an HTML-table. Only in the "Graphics 

Table View"-mode is the possibility available to define conditions for 

columns and to define "Link Definitions". 

Limit resulting Data Records: These options can control whether all the output lines of an 

TSM query are displayed or only a part of it. A value in the field „Maximum 

number of data records“ will limit the number of output lines of the TSM 

query to the defined maximum number. A setting for „Maximum age of 

data records“ is valid only for the query of „V$“-tables and defines the 

maximum age of the history data, which will be included and displayed in 

the report.  

Link definitions in table views to other reports: A further possibility in "Graphics Table 

Views" is to define "Links" to other reports. These links can receive column-

values as arguments from the source-table. I.e. a "Link"-definition consists 

out of the name of the report, which is linked, out of a text-description of 

the link-function and out of further possible "passing-argument"-

definitions. These "passing-argument" definitions describe from which 

column values should be passed to the linked report. The linked report 

itself must contain "User-Parameter-Definitions" to have the possibility to 

receive the passed arguments and to process the passed arguments. 

Define conditions for columns to highlight a column value: Here it is possible to define 

thresholds for column values. It is possible to define "warning"-thresholds 

and "error"-thresholds. Is a "warning"-threshold is reached in a table, the 

appropriate row or field is colored orange. Is an "error"-threshold is 

reached, the appropriate row or field is colored red.   
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Select Command to generate a graph 

The script command is used to execute a defined TSM-Select-Command at the TSM server 

and convert the output data in form of one or more charts. Figure 33 shows the editing 

window for a "Select Command to generate a graph”-report-command. In the following an 

explanation of the various functional elements for the definition of a script command:   

 

Headline of the graph:  Define here set headline for the graph, which you want to 

generate. The text can contain substitution variables, which  

will be replaced by the actual value during the report  

generation. The following three substitution variables do exist:  

 

 $TSMSERVER = the actual TSM server in the report  

 $DATE  = the actual Date / Time 

 $COL<X> = <X> = serial number; Specifies the number of the column whose  

                                                                     value should be displayed here. $COL <X> can only be  

                                                               used for columns of type "Chart separator". 

Grafic Type:  Here you can set whether the output graph is drawn in the form of a bar chart 

or a line graph.   

Size Factor:  Here you can specify how many charts are drawn side by side in one line in the 

report. A value of one means that all charts are drawn below each other in the 

original size without a calculated scaling. A value of two means that at a 

maximum two charts are drawn side by side in one line. The charts are scaled 

in that way, that two charts fit in the report width. The value three is the 

maximum and means that that at a maximum three graphs are drawn side by 

side in one report line.  

Size of the Graph: Here you can set the size of the chart in pixels (x-axis * y-axis)   

- Text X-Axis: Here you can define a label for the x-axis.  

- Text Y-Axis: Here you can define a label for the x-axis.  

- TSM-Command: Here you define the TSM-command, which is executed at 

the TSM server during report generation. You can use a normal TSM-command 

or a select command, which queries a „virtual” table („V$”-table) of the Power-

Administrator-Server. „V$“-tables are representing data in form of a table. This 

table was generated by frequently done inquiries at the TSM servers. For more 

information, how to query a „v$”-table, see the next chapter 3.3.1.2.4.   

- Y-Text-Orientation: Specifies in what direction the text of the Y-axis should 

be drawn (vertical or horizontal).  

- Draw Y-Axis relative to zero: Specifies whether the Y-values should be drawn 

about a Y-Axis which starts with y=0 or about a Y-axis which is drawn near the 

smallest y-value, which exists.   

- Draw Red Line for special Y-Value: Hier kann man definieren, dass eine rote 

Linie im Chart eingezeichnet werden soll an einem speziell vorgegebenen Y-

Wert.   

- X-Text-Orientation: Specifies in what direction the text of the X-axis should 
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be drawn (vertical or horizontal).  

- X-Axis-Type: For „Time Stamp“-values resulting from a select statement, you 

have to choose the setting „Date/Time“, so that the values can be displayed 

correctly. For all other types of data choose the setting „Other“.   

- Limit resulting Data Records: Here you can control whether all the values of 

an inquiry are included in the calculation of a graph or only a part of it.  If you 

set a value in the field „Maximum number of data  records“, so you limit the 

included values to the defined  maximum number of the first received values 

of the inquiry. The setting for „Maximum age of data records“ applies only to 

the query of „V$“-tables and defines the  maximum age of history data, which 

will be included in the calculation of the graph.  

- Text Agenda: This field is only available for graphs, which contain values, 

which should be drawn in different colors. I.e. it must be a graph, which is 

based on a select statement, which contains at least one column definition of 

the type “Color separator”, as described below.   

 

Select Command + Column Definitions:   

Here you define the TSM-select command, which generates the values to be 

drawn in the graph. The select command has to have a special syntax, so that 

the “Power Administrator for TSM” software can work with it. The syntax must 

correspond to the following rules:  

1) The select command must be a valid TSM command or it must be a select command on 

a "virtual" table ( "V$"-table) of the Power-Administrator-Server. "V$"-tables are 

representing data in tabular form, which are gathered periodically by "Data 

Warehouse"-select-queries of the Power-Administrator-Server. For more information 

about how to query "V$"-tables, see the next chapter 3.3.1.2.4 

2) You have to use a special name convention for the column names of the select 

command. The names always begin with the string "COL" and then followed by an 

integer number starting with zero. I.e. the first column receives the name "COL0", the 

second is called "COL1", etc. Example: "select volume_name as COL0, access as COL1 

from volumes" 

3) Each column in the select command must be assigned a type, so that the Power-

Administrator-Software knows how to work with it. There exist four types of columns: 

           a) X-Values: This column describes the X-values of the graphs to be drawn. These  

                                      values can be of the type numeric value, character string or date values. 

           b) Y-Values: This column describes the X-values of the graphs to be drawn. These 

                                   values must be of the type numeric.   

           c) Chart-Separator: This type of column ensures that you will receive as many graphs in  

                                               your report as different values do exist in this column. I.e. every  

                                               value in this column is like an assignment for the X/Y-values,  

                                               generated by the select command, to the apropriate graph in  

                                               the report. The values of this column can be of the type numeric  

                                               value, character string or date values.  

           d) Color-Separator: This type of column ensures that the X/Y-values, generated by the  

                                               select command, will be drawn in different colors. A different  
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                                               value in this column means a different color in the report. The  

                                               values of this column can be of the type numeric  

                                               value, character string or date values.  

4) The assignment of the column type to a column can be done in the "Column Definitions" 

section. The procedure is as follows: 

           I) First you have to enter the complete „select“ command with all column definitions in  

               the field “Select Command”.   

           II) In the next step click the button „Get Columns“. The Power-Administrator-Server  

                will check the syntax of the select command and than, the column names will be  

                inserted as index numbers in the table “Column Definitions”.   

           III) Now, every column can be assigned a type by the field “Function Type” in the table  

                 “Column definitions” (Set the apropriate value). You have to pay attention to the  

                 following rules: There must be exactly one column of the type X-values and one of  

                 the type Y-values. You can have many columns of the type „Color Separator“ or  

                „Chart Separator“.  

 

 
Figure 33: View of the editing window for a "Select Command to generate a graph"-report-instruction. 
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Parameter Goup 

The script command is used to collect different TSM-parameter-values and present them in 

form of a HTML-table. Every row in this table contains a TSM-parameter, which will be 

calculated by its own TSM-select-command. Every parameter in the table can be tested 

against self-defined thresholds. If a threshold is reached a "warning"-advice or an "Error"-

advice will be presented in the appropriate row. See figure 34 

 

 
Figure 34: View of the editing window for a "Select Command to generate a graph"-report-instruction. 

  

 

3.3.1.2.4. Inquiry of V$-tables 

 

V$-tables are tables, which do not exist on a TSM server, but which can be presented by the 

Power-Administrator-Server. The V$-tables are periodically updated by “Data Warehouse”-

select- queries (see section 3.3.11), done by the Power-Administrator-Server at your TSM 

servers. By the definition of the "Data Warehouse"-select-statement at the Power-

Administrator-Server, the structure of the V$-table is defined. I.e. the definition of "Data 
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Warehouse"-select-statement returns automatically the number and type of columns in the 

appropriate V$-table.   

 

The following example should clarify the working principals of V$-tables:  

a) The following „Data Warehouse“-select-statement is defined at the Power-

Administrator-Server:  

 

                        SELECT COUNT(*) COL0 FROM PROCESSES  

 

This select statement returns for each query at a TSM server exactly one value for the 

number of running processes on the TSM server. In addition to the returned value of the 

number of ongoing processes, the Power-Administrator-Server saves the point of time, 

when the query was made, as a value in the resulting V$-table. I.e. the resulting V$-table 

contains two columns. The first column contains the time value of the query and the 

second column represents the return value of the query.   

The entire “Data Warehouse”-select-definition should be stored on the Power-

Administrator-Server under the name "NUMBER_PROCESSES". Therefore, the resulting 

V$-table is available under the name „V$NUMBER_PROCESSES“ at the Power-

Administrator-Server. 

b) In a report the data of the table „V$NUMBER_PROCESSES“ can be received by the 

following command:   

 

                        SELECT COL0 COL0, COL1 COL1 FROM V$NUMBER_PROCESSES  

 

You will wonder about that each column name is listed twice apparently. The explanation 

is that the first occurance of a column name referrs to the column name/index of the V$-

table, while the second occurance of the column name represents the new result column 

name for the report definition.  

In general, the rules for the syntax of a V$-table-query are as follows: There will be only 

support for a part of the SQL92 standards. The syntax for querying a V$-table is described 

below:  

Select <COL0-V$> COL0, <COL1-V$> COL1, ... from V$-Table where ….. 

With <COL0-V$>, … = column name of a column in the V$-table. The column names must  

                                          follow the following name convention: „COL<X>“, where X is an  

                                          integer number starting with zero.   

         “where“ condition: The specification of a condition is optional. Individual conditions can  

                                           be combined with the „AND“ or „OR“ operator. Other functions 

                                           or the bracketing of expressions is not allowed.   
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3.3.13. Further optional configuration steps 

 

All other configuration steps are optional, since the basic configuration will be made by the 

"Configuration Assistant". There are many more configuration options possible for the 

"Power Administrator for TSM"-software, which can´t be set through the "Configuration 

Assistant". These other configuration options will be delivered per default with "best 

practice" values, so that after the completion of the Power-Administrator software 

installation process and the initial configuration with the “Configuration Assistant" you can 

work directly with the "Power Administrator for TSM" software.   

 

Apart from the "Configuration Assistant" all further configuration steps will be done 

through the Power-Administrator-Client, regardless of whether the configuration change 

concern the Power Administrator Client or the Power-Administrator-Server. 

 

 
Figure 35: View of the „Set Configuration Options“-window 

 

Perform configuration changes: 

To perform configuration changes you have to call in the Power-Administrator-Client the 

menu: „Options�Configuration“. Then, there will open the configuration change window, 

as shown in Fig 28. 

 

The "Set Configuration Options” window is organized about tabs in various configuration 

areas. In general, to make changes effective to your configuration, which are made in the 

"Set Configuration Options" window, you have to restart the Power-Administrator-Client. 

Accordingly, if you recall the “Set Configuration Options" window, the changes, which you 
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have made through the "Set Configuration Options" window in the past, can only be seen if 

you have stopped and restarted the Power-Administrator-Client in the meantime.  

 

The various sections of the "Set Configuration Options" window have the following 

function:  

 

Path Definition:  

 

This section will be displayed by clicking on the tab "Path Definitions". It contains the 

following elements:   

 

- The path information "Power Administrator Client Installation Directory" is a pure 

information and can not be changed here. It describes the installation path of the 

Power-Administrator-Client software. 

- The path information "Power Administrator Client Working Directory" is a pure 

information and can not be changed here. It describes the path on disk, where various 

configuration files of the Power-Administgrator-client are located. 

- The path information „Reporting Path for manually generated reports” describes the 

base path, where new reports are saved, which are generated through the “Reports / 

Statistics" application window.  

 

 

 

Power-Administrator-Server Connection Settings:  

 

This section will be displayed by clicking on the tab "Power Admin Server Connection 

Settings". It contains the following elements:   

 

Item Name Description 

Allow connection to the Power 

Administrator for TSM Server  

This item describes whether the Power-Administrator-

Client, while it starts, should try to connect to the Power-

Administrator-Server over TCP/IP. If there is no Power-
Administrator-Server present, you should set this option 

to "no", so that no attempt to connect to the Power-

Administrator-Server is done. An attempt to connect, 

when you start the Power-Administrator-Client without 

having a Power-Administrator-Server running, will result 

in a time delay to start displaying the Power 

Administrator Client GUI and on the other hand, there 

will be shown an error message that the Power-

Administrator-Server can not be reached.  

If however there is a Power-Administrator-Server in a 
company present, this setting must be set to "yes".  

TCP/IP Address or Server 

Name of the Power 

Administrator of TSM Server  

This is the TCP/IP address or the Server Name under 

which the Power-Administrator-Server is reachable in the 

network.  

Port Number for the 

connection on the Power 

This is the Port Number under which the Power-

Administrator-Server is reachable. The same Port 
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Administrator for TSM Server    Number must be entered during the configuration with 
the Configuration Assistant of the Power-Administrator-

Server. If the Power-Administrator-Client can´t reach the 

Power-Administrator-Server under the specified Port 

Number, it will try the next Port Number. At a maximum 

it will try the next 15 port numbers. 

Port Number of the Power 

Administrator GUI to be 

contacted by the Power 

Administrator for TSM Server   

This is the port number under which the Power-

Administrator-Client itself is reachable. I.e. the Power-

Administrator-Server can contact the Power-

Administrator-Client under the specified Port Number. 

When you start the Power-Administrator-Client and the 

Power-Administrator-Client contacts the Power-

Administrator-Server, it will transfer the Port Number 
under which it is reachable to the Power-Administrator-

Server. 

If the specified Port Number is busy or blocked, so the 

Power-Administrator-Server will try to connect the 

Power-Administrator-Client over the next Port Number. 

The Power-Administrator-Server will try to use up to 15 

additional port numbers, incremented from the specified 

port number.  

TCP/IP Timeout value 

(milliseconds) 

Is a generally valid Timeout value for TCP/IP connections 

between the Power-Administrator-Client and the Power 

Administrator Server. 

 

 

Report Window:  

This section will be displayed by clicking on the tab "Report Window". It contains the 

following elements:   

 

Here you can set a time window, which is used during the query of error values at your TSM 

servers. These error values will be shown in the main application window of the Power-

Administrator-Client in the worksheet "Status Overview 1" under the item "Last errors 

overview" (see chapter 3.3.1.1). Here you can see under the item "Error (s) from date" the 

information of which time window the displayed error counters come from.   

The time window, which is defined by the following settings, is calculated always relative to 

the current day. Furthermore one has the possibility to set an additional time window for 

weekends, so that you will get each Monday the error values for the entire past weekend 

displayed.  

 

Section „Daily Report“: 

 

Item Name Description 

Offset in days for the start of 

the time window of the 

reports 

This configuration value specifies the offset in days from 

the current day, where the report time window begins 

for error values to be queried. The default value is "-1", 

which means that the Report window always begins with 

“yesterday”. 

Time Offset for the start of the 

time window of the reports 

This configuration value refers to the “Offset in days for 

the start of the time window of the reports". It defines at 
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what time the report time window should begin.  

Offset in days for the end of 

the time window of the 
reports 

This configuration value specifies the offset in days from 

the current day, where the report time window ends for 
error values to be queried. The default value is "0", 

which means that the Report window always ends with 

the current day. 

Time Offset for the end of the 

time window of the reports 

This configuration value refers to the “Offset in days for 

the end of the time window of the reports". It defines at 

what time the report time window should end.  

 

Section „Weekend Report“: 

Item Name Description 

Activate usage of Weekend 

Reports 

Indicates whether for weekends should be used an extra 

time window. The errors of this time window will be 

always displayed on the following monday of a weekend.  

Offset in days for the start of 

the time window of the 
reports 

This configuration value specifies the offset in days from 

the current day, where the report time window begins 
for error values to be queried. The default value is "-2", 

which means that the Report window always begins with 

“the day before yesterday”. 

Time Offset for the start of the 

time window of the reports 

This configuration value refers to the “Offset in days for 

the start of the time window of the reports". It defines at 

what time the report time window should begin. 

Offset in days for the end of 

the time window of the 

reports 

This configuration value specifies the offset in days from 

the current day, where the report time window ends for 

error values to be queried. The default value is "0", 

which means that the Report window always ends with 

the current day. 

Time Offset for the end of the 

time window of the reports 

This configuration value refers to the “Offset in days for 

the end of the time window of the reports". It defines at 

what time the report time window should end. 

 

 

Default TSM Server(s):  

 

This section will be displayed by clicking on the tab "Default TSM Server(s)". It contains the 

following elements:   

 

In this section you can specify the TCP/IP address or server name and port of the available 

TSM servers, so that this information is presented as a presetting in the logon window, 

when starting the Power-Administrator-Client.   

All TSM servers, which are available in the logon window as a presetting, are displayed here 

in the table. The order in the table corresponds to the order in the selection box of the 

logon window.    

If you want to edit entries in the table, you have to use the buttons arranged below the 

table. These buttons have the following function:   

 

Button „Add TSM Server“ 

With this button you can create a new TSM server presetting definition.  
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Schaltfläche „Delete TSM Server“ 

This button lets you delete the TSM server presetting definition, which is marked in the 

table. 

 

Schaltfläche „Move up“ 

This button lets you move the TSM server presetting definition one position up, which is 

marked in the table. 

 

Schaltfläche „Move down“ 

This button lets you move the TSM server presetting definition one position down, which is 

marked in the table. 

 

 

TSM Servers not to connect:  

 

This section will be displayed by clicking on the tab "TSM Servers not to connect". Here you 

can define TSM servers, which the Power-Administrator-Client should not administrate. The 

section contains the following elements:   

 

Button „Set“ 

With this button you can add a new TSM server definition to the list of TSM servers, whch 

should not be contacted through the Power-Administrator-Client. To do so, simply fill the 

name of the TSM server in the field next to the button „Set“ and click the button.  

 

Button „Delete the marked TSM Server“ 

This button lets you delete a TSM server definition in the list of TSM servers not to be 

contacted by the Power-Administrator-Client. To do so, you have to mark a TSM server 

definition in the list and click the button „Delete the marked TSM Server“. 

 

Last Access Date for Nodes:  

 

This section will be displayed by clicking on the tab "Last Access Date for Nodes". In the 

main view of the "Power Administrator GUI" in the tab "General Information & Library 

Backup" in the field "Nodes not accessed in the last days <X>" are the TSM clients 

displayed, which have not been accessed by the TSM server for a long time. This view can 

be important to get an overview of TSM clients that accidentally may have not been backed 

up for a longer time! The settings for this view can be configured in the tab “Last Access 

Date for Nodes”. One option is to set the threshold for the maximum number of days that a 

TSM client is no longer accessed by the TSM server so that the appropriate TSM client will 

appear in the main view of the "Power Administrator GUI". On the other hand one can 

define in the "Comma separated list of TSM client nodes ..." exceptions for TSM clients, so 

that their access date will not be checked, e.g. if you know that these clients should not be 

backed up. 
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3.4. Usage of the Power-Administrator-Server 
 

3.4.1. Error Analysis 

 

If errors occur in the Power-Administrator-Server itself, or you would like to have information 

about the processes within the Power-Administrator-Server, so you can look at the “Central 

Log”-file "PAdmin_Server.log" of the Power-Administrator-Server. This file is located in the 

installation directory of the Power-Administrator-Server.   

Note: The default installation directory is located in the directory "C:\Program Files\Power 

Administrator for TSM\Server".  

 

3.4.2. Data Warehouse V$-tables 

 

The V$-tables, which will be updated periodically by "Data Warehouse"-select-queries at the 

TSM servers, are located as readable ASCII-files in the directory:   

 

<Power-Administrator-Server-Installations-Pfad>/Select_Reports 

 

3.4.3. Trouble-Tickets 

 

All Trouble-Ticket-Information are saved in the File “Notices.txt”, which is located in the 

installation directory of the Power-Administrator-Servers. 
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